SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day;
teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime."
(Kiyosaki)
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Introduction
One of the main challenges for all educational systems is to reduce the rate of the Early
School Leavers (ESL): according to recent researches, one out of five students leaves school
before completing a regular curriculum. The E.U has set the target of reducing ESL to 10%
across member states by 2020. ESL is a multi-faceted and complex problem that is a result of
personal, social, economic and family-related reasons: in many cases ESL is a process of progressive disengagement from education whose roots lie in early years. ESL is a central topic
in the European and National educational policies because it represents an obstacle to economic growth and employment. All European States are concerned about this problem because it hampers productivity and fuels poverty and social exclusion.
The purpose of education in modern society is to prepare students for the challenges of life.
For this reason rather than inculcating a set list of competencies or ideas, schools must prepare students to think critically in order to choose their careers.
In spite of different educational systems, the factors leading students to drop-out from school
do not vary that much from country to country. The causes of the ineffective policies fighting
this problem are the lack of comprehensive strategies that can involve different parts of the
modern society starting from the school. An integrated school approach to reduce ESL is also
needed: the entire community (teachers, staff, parents) must participate in approaching this
problem. The teachers have a prominent role because they spend most of their working time
with their students. They are aware of the problem but they need to feel supported to develop specific skills and competencies dealing with the students at risk of drop-out. A good approach to this problem should include strategies to identify these students, to manage diversity, to improve their motivation. Cooperation represents a fundamental component in teachers’ practice and professional development because it promotes reflections on practices and
therefore can be very useful in order to approach this topic.
The aim of this project is sharing experiences among teachers coming from different countries, and working in different educational background, in order to find solutions and strategies that can be used in everyday school life. Sharing issues within the group implies opportunities for mutual support and for the exchange of competencies and experiences that may enrich and make the work of everyone easier. The participation of the students in the activities
of the project, increases their self-sufficiency and self-esteem.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission
(ref. no.: 2014-1-EL01-KA201-001283 ).
This publication [communication] reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Project summary
The idea of the project came from the fact that the educational system in Greece is a controversial issue with a
lot of negative points that need to be discussed. It is exam-centered, highly theoretical, teacher-centered, it favors the good students and wrongs the weak ones .
As a result ,many students leave school long before graduating. Other reasons for dropping out school could be
the bad family environment or background, bullying, racism which leads to social exclusion, the student’s indifference or boredom, the long-distance from the students’ residence to the school, or even economic reasons
which force students to abandon school in order to work. In times of economic crisis that Greece lives today, the
phenomenon of early school leaving should be studied carefully. Similar research on other European educational systems needed to be done in order to compare the results.
The project aimed to involve- apart from teachers and students- parents, psychologists, educators and organizations in general, specialized in issues related to dropping –out school. In this way the problem was studied
thoroughly and the whole community got a better insight.
The approach to achieve our objectives was active involvement of every student in the planning, implementation and evaluation processes of the project. Ensuring the effective cooperation and communication using the
ICT effectively, disseminating the project results and activities by organizing competitions in local schools and
by conferences for local people, meetings with local authorities and civil organizations, organizing project meetings to exchange ideas, regular evaluations by surveys, questionnaires, interviews with the students, teachers,
parents and local people, involving the local people and parents to the period by open days at institutions and
use of local media. We were 5 participant schools:
 2nd General Lyceum of Xanthi, (Greece/ Xanthi),
 I.I.S. V. Emanuele II ( Italy/ Naples)
 Çigli Fen Lisesi ( Turkey/Ismir -Sasali Cigli)
 Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools No. 4 ( Poland/ Dąbrowa Gornicza)
 Escola Secundaria Fernao Mendes Pinto-(Portugal/Almada)

Needless to say that the cooperation between partners was based on mutual respect for each other’s national
and cultural identity. Values like tolerance, understanding, acceptance, trust and similar were necessary in order to form a partnership that would carried out activities and produced material which will help us understand better why under-achievers mainly drop out school in the European countries involved in the project.
Stereotypes and prejudices were questioned and rejected through careful studying and will be replaced by notions such as equity, acceptance, and respect to diversity.
By the end of the project we believe that we have a better knowledge of the European educational systems and
we are able to identify the weak points. Consequently, we could suggest some changes that are included in the
website of the school or are part of this magazine. Most importantly, teachers will probably change their attitude towards students who abandon school and be more helpful since they will be further educated and guided
by experts or counsellors.
All in all , by learning to discourage students from abandoning school and practically help them to graduate,
wherever in Europe they live, we encourage future European citizens to learn to struggle ,in order to achieve
their goals.

SECTION II

PARTNERS

“A good head is worth more than a hundred arms.”
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School Profiles
2nd General Lyceum,
Xanthi- Greece

Most of the students belong to the
working class or even to families with
quite a low income. The largest percentage of them are Christians but due
to the multicultural environment of
our town there is a considerable
amount of Muslim students.

It is the second senior high school
(lyceum) in the town of Xanthi and it is
considered to be a comprehensive
school. The average number of students is about 500- 550 and their age
is 15-18.

Moreover, there are Muslim students
coming from the mountainous region
of the area who are called pomaks and
who speak their own dialect. Also, students who are descendants of the returnees from the Black Sea attend lessons too. It is obvious that different
languages (Greek, Turkish, and the
Pomak dialect) are spoken in our

I.I.S. Vittorio Emanuele II,
Naples - Italy

ly 800 students, of which 30 are in condition of disability. There are 100
teachers and staff.
The institute operates in an area with a
high socio-economic disadvantage and
at high risk of drop-out.

It is a technical and vocational school
with three different 5-year courses,
one based on administration, marketing and languages, one based on ICT
commercial promotion and advertising
and the third based on social studies.
The school population is approximateQueen Jadwiga Complex of Schools no4,

Dąbrowa Górnicza - Poland

It is located about 5 km from the center of Dąbrowa Gornicza.
The school consist of three units: a Kindergarten, a Primary School and a Junior High School. There are over 500
pupils and 60 teachers in the school.
Our school teaches general subjects.
The school has well-equipped class-

The majority of the students comes
from a working- class environment
which has traditionally suffered from a
lack of opportunity. The school represents the only opportunity for growth.
The students have separate subject
teachers. Each group of students
(class) has a tutor teacher who has
rooms. We use a lot of multimedia
while teaching. Most classrooms are
equipped with projectors and laptops.
We have two computer labs and a multimedia room for learning foreign languages. The school has a modern gym
and a swimming pool. The are also two
common rooms, where students spend
their time before and after lessons.
We focus on working closely with parents. We monitor students threatened
with the phenomenon of drop-out. We
organize meetings and activities with
the school educator for students requiring our support. Teachers conduct
different extra classes. There are or-

school and all students together with
the teachers coexist harmoniously.
Last but not least, most of the teachers
participate every year in training sessions organized by different educational bodies or organizations. A few of
them hold a post graduate degree in
their field .
All in all, the headmaster and the
teachers are willing and they are constantly trying to make the school more
appealing to students, especially now
that our country is suffering due to the
crisis and the austere measures that
we have to conform to.
function of co-ordination of educational and teaching activities. Specialized
teachers allow the full integration of
pupils with disabilities and learning
problem ( curricula differentiations
and long term personal support actions). The school has three foreign
languages laboratories, a computer
commercial art laboratory, two computer laboratories, a library, two gymnasium, an artistic laboratory and a
scientific laboratory. Each classroom
has digital equipment: computers internet connection, projectors and projection screens.
ganised special trainings for the teachers, their aim is to improve the qualifications of the teaching staff.
Among our students there are some
students from the local Caring – Educational Place - children from broken
families, children with difficulties.
We care about the future of our students so we conduct job counselling,
we help them in choosing a profession
or field of education.
We integrate the school community
through the organisation of various
school events.

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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School Profiles
Escola Secundária Fernão
Mendes Pinto
Almada - Portugal

subject areas – sciences, arts, economic
and social sciences and humanities;
professional courses (Tourism, Events
and Design) and one vocational course.
Fernao Mendes Pinto, the school patron, was an adventurous Portuguese
explorer and writer who wrote in the
16th century, in Almada, “Peregrinaçao”, a unique travel journal and
worldwide appreciated masterpiece
which described his journeys.

The school is composed of 1020 students and 94 teachers. It offers 3rd
cycle courses for children aged between 12-14 years old; general secondary courses, divided into four main

ÇİĞLİ FEN LİSESİ
Ismir (Sasali Cigli)
Turkey

Being for an "inclusive education", the
school accepts students’ differences,
supports them in their learning process and tries to respond to individual
needs. Deeply motivated to prevent
school failure, social exclusion and
ence High School and its name was
changed as "Çigli Science High School".
Today we have 450 students in 9th,
10th and 11th classes in Çigli Science
High School and 100 students in 12th
classes in Izmir Anatolian Teacher
Training High School. When the 12th
class students graduate in 2017, Izmir
Anatolian Teacher Training High
School will be completely over.
Students who have 97-100 % success
degree in the general exam after Secondary School in Turkey have the opportunity to study in our school.

Our school founded with a prep class
in 1995-1996 educational year with its
previous name "Izmir Anatolian Teacher Training High School" within a High
School in Çigli District of Izmir.
In 2001, the school was moved to the
current building in Sasalı, Çigli. In 2006
the school dormitory with the capacity
of 144 students and a housing with six
flats for the school personnel were
opened near the school building. The
school continued to education as
Teacher Training High School until
2014 when the school became a Sci-

At present, we have one headmaster
and four assistant directors in the
management, thirty-nine teachers and
ten staff at school.
In the school, all of the classrooms
have smart boards with internet connection. We have a big sports hall, an
ICT room, Biology-Physics-Chemistry
labs, Art- Music-Geography-Chess
rooms and 24 more classrooms.
In our School, English language and
German as the second language are
taught. We work on international projects like Erasmus+ to provide the

dropout, it has promoted strategies
and initiatives in order to help students overcome their difficulties: mentoring programmes, alternative curricula, increased aid in specific areas,
tailored evaluation, assistance to students with special needs.
It aims at promoting equal educational
opportunities, in an atmosphere of
tolerance, mutual understanding, solidarity and responsibility, and preparing active citizens able to contribute to
innovative social changes in the future.
Projects play a very important role in
students’ education since they are considered excellent opportunities to open
minds and broaden horizons.
teachers and students the chance to
improve their English and German and
exchange of culture and information by
meeting with people from other countries.
Teachers and students work on different projects for TUBITAK Science Fair
and on other international projects.
Students are also actively involved in
sports and chess tournaments, music
competitions and formal debates
where they have good results. Other
activities are art exhibition, theatrical
and literary performances. Also seminars and conferences on different subjects are held by university lecturers in
our school.
The success rate in the university exam
is above 80 % that most of our students continue their studies in engineering, education, law, medicine, etc.
Our school has been given the prize of
"Clean School, Healthy School" by the
Ministry of Health for its cleanness for
the second time since 2011. Our school
has also "Nutrition Friend" certificate
for healthy nutrition.
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Getting To Know Our Schools
1. SCHOOL SCHEDULES

 GREECE 7 hours per day- 35 hours
per week

 ITALY 6/7 hours per day- 32 per
week

 POLAND 6/7 hours per day30/32 hours per week

 PORTUGAL 3/4:30 per day- Or 6
hours per day

 TURKEY 8 hours per day- 40
hours per week
2. SCHOOL FACILITIES

 GREECE There’s a canteen, a wellequipped gym and a science lab

 ITALY It's comfortable and modern.- there are many laboratories
but there is no canteen

 POLAND comfortable- IT classes
(classroom has internet access),
canteen, - 2 gyms, swimming pool

 PORTUGAL Medium comfort and
conditions, Labs, Canteen, Library,
2 gyms

 TURKEY Our school is quite modern and well equipped. It has physics, biology and chemistry laboratories; an indoor facility, separate
classrooms for art and music lessons and a library. It has also a
canteen and a dining room.
3. EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

 GREECE Football, basketball, volleyball, table tennis , handball, drama club , environmental club

 ITALY

volleyball,
football, drama

tennis-table,

 POLAND dance classroom, art
Club, sports club, science club, drama club, classes for students having learning difficulties etc.

 PORTUGAL Gymnastics, archery,
volleyball, basketball, football,
school newspaper, dance workshops, drama, volunteer work, arts.

 TURKEY
Sports: Football, volleyball, bas-

ketball, table tennis, cycling, etc
Arts and Music: Various activities
in art and music clubs
Chess: We have a chess team attending to competitions
Debate: We have a debating team
attending to tournaments
Other Clubs i.e. Science & Technology, Environment, Aviation,
Philosophy, Librarianship, Culture
& Literature, Social Aid
Projects (National and European)
4. METHODS/ MATERIALS

 GREECE Computers, power points
presentations, books, group work,
white boards, interactive boards,
projectors in all classes

 ITALY Front lesson, group work.
We use textbook, computers, interactive boards, Projectors in all
classrooms

 POLAND We’re visiting museums,
watching films and performance,
lectures and workshops (business,
law, ecology, education-career)

 PORTUGAL PowerPoint presentations, textbooks, lectures, group
work, project work, lots of homework ,blackboards, a few computers

 TURKEY There are both white
boards and interactive boards in
all classes. All materials i.e. textbooks, computers and boards are
used in lessons.
5. STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES

 GREECE Students with learning
difficulties are examined orally but
there is actually no provision for
their needs.

 ITALY We haven't any extra lessons for students- With learning
difficulties but we have support
teachers for them

 POLAND We have special classes

for students with dyslexia and dysgraphia. They help students to
catch up in their lessons.

 PORTUGAL Adapted contents and
evaluation tools if necessary..

 TURKEY We don't have any students with learning difficulties. We
have individual education programs for the students having intelligence.
6. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

 GREECE Students come to school
regularly because teachers constantly monitor students.

 ITALY 10% fail or leave school
before the 5th year.

 POLAND Students come to school
regularly because teachers constantly monitor students.

 PORTUGAL Usually students attend all classes. However, some of
them miss a lot and eventually
drop out

 TURKEY Students fail for 30 days
lack of attendance in one education
year. Students come to school regularly because teachers constantly
monitor students.
7. ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

 GREECE Written and oral tests.
Exams at the end of each year

 ITALY Written and oral tests. National Exam at the end of the fifth
year

 POLAND We do some tests and
group work.

 PORTUGAL written and oral tests:
Test at the end primary schooltest at the end lower secondary
school- test at the end upper secondary education

 TURKEY Min two exams, two
grades of performance work, and a
project work in the lessons that the
students choose (either individually or in a group) are all added to
calculate the average grade.

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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8. ATMOSPHERE AT SCHOOL AMONG
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

have good students and qualified
teachers.

cant number of parents who don’t
participate in school life.

 GREECE Friendly- Students feel like 9. FAMILIES’ PARTICIPATION IN  TURKEY Some of our families take
home

SCHOOL LIFE

 ITALY It depends on the situations  GREECE Parents don’t really get
and on the relationship among students and their teachers.

involved with school. They just
come to school to get the students’
reports twice a year.

 POLAND In our school atmosphere
is very friendly and nice because we
have good teachers and classmates

 ITALY Our families don't take part

 PORTUGAL It depends, usually we

in school life, their participation is
just at meetings.

have a nice environment, but some
groups are a bit problematic.

 POLAND Parents usually participate

 TURKEY The atmosphere in our

in school life. They are always present at school performances.

school is very friendly and nice. We

 PORTUGAL There’s still a signifi-

part in school life. Some of the families’ participation in school life is
just at meetings which take place 23 times in one education year. Some
are present at school performances.
However, significant number of families doesn’t attend any of them.

Educational Systems In Our Countries
and Music education, Post secondary technical education and training)

1 COMPULSORY EDUCATION

 GREECE .9 years (from 6 to 15)
 ITALY 10 years (from 6 to 16)
 POLAND Children must attend com-

 POLAND
Kindergarten

pulsory full-time education from the
age of five (compulsory year of preprimary education) six years of primary school and three years of lower secondary school. Compulsory
part-time education in the school or
out-of-school forms lasts from 16
until
18
years
of
age.
Compulsory education lasts 13-14
years (with kindergarten 15-16)

Primary School
Gymnasium
Upper- Secondary school: comprehensive schools, technical schools,
vocational schools, non-tertiary
school

 PORTUGAL 12 years or till 18 years
old

 TURKEY 12 years (from 6 to 18)
2

EDUCATION DIVISION

 GREECE

kindergarten, primary
school, high school, general high
school, vocational high school, technical schools (public and private),
Technological Educational Institutions, universities, private universities

 ITALY

Kindergarten,
Primary
school, Lower secondary school,
Upper secondary school, Higher education (University, High Level Arts



secondary schools which give opportunity to allow between different
programmes
Lower secondary schools for imams
and preachers
Open Lower Secondary School
Upper Secondary Education
Upper secondary education includes
all the teaching institutions, general,
vocational and technical education
institutions with at least four year
compulsory formal or non-formal
education, based on primary and
lower secondary education

Higher education and types of institution: universities, technical HEIs,
agricultural HEIs, HEIs for Economics, pedagogical HEIs, medical acade- 3. ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
mies
 GREECE national exams
PORTUGAL
 ITALY National admission tests to
Childhood education;

1st and 2nd cycle (primary school);
3rd cycle (general and vocational);
secondary school (general and professional high school);
public and private Technological
Educational Institutions; public and
private universities.

 TURKEY
Primary education
The four year and compulsory primary schools
The four year and compulsory lower

attend Architecture, Medicine, Veterinary, Health care University

 POLAND
Upper secondary schools - at the
end of the course, the general upper
secondary school and the technical
upper secondary school organize
final/matriculation
examinations.
The matura examination entitling
pupils to get admission to higher
education is made up of two parts:
external written (prepared and assessed by Regional Examination
Commissions) and internal oral

10
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Educational Systems In Our Countries
(assessed by school teachers) exams.
Obligatory school subjects, that
must be taken during the matura
examination: Polish language, mathematics and a foreign language.
However, each student is also
obliged to take the exam in one additional subject in the written part
of extended level or - in the case of a
modern foreign language – extended
or bilingual level.
The final upper secondary examination
certificate
(swiadectwo
maturalne) is required by all institutions for the admission to higher
education. Admission is based on
the results of egzamin maturalny
examination. Additional admission
requirements depend on the type of
institution or faculty (e.g. predisposition tests in the field of arts and
sports).

 ITALY 4.1% of the GNP (2014)
 POLAND In 2016 it is planned to
spend the amount of 12.45% on education and educational care.
Planned share of expenditure on
education in GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) has been designed in the
amount of only 2.43%, decreasing
by 0.06 points% (in 2015).This is
another year of decline in the share
of these expenditures in GDP. In
2015 the indicator of the share of
expenditure on education and educational care educational amounted
to 13.03%. In 2014. Poland, expenditure on education amounting
to 4.94 per cent. GDP, was ranked in
the EU statement on the 9th place
from the end. In 2013, it amounted
to 3.6% of GDP.

subjects in the 11th grade; 2 sub5.
jects in the 12th grade.
to go to university. It is the same for
general, technical and vocational
schools. The first exam (YGS) is
in March and the second exam (LYS)
in June. The subjects are Turkish,
History, Geography, Philosophy, Religion, Maths, Biology, Physics,
Chemistry, Foreign Language. The
percentage of points gained from
the subjects are differentiated according to the fields of study in university. With the points gained in
the first exam (YGS), some programmes like Computer, Anaesthesia, Cooking, Human Resources
Management, etc. can be studied.
Graduates of vocational high schools
can attend study upper vocational
schools for two years.
4

BUDGET GIVEN FOR THE EDUCATION

 GREECE 4.1% of the GNP (Gross
National Product )

- Research and Intervention Action
Programmes in cooperation with
Universities
- Educational activities and material
which are relative and take under
consideration the minority groups
from different cultural capitals
- Integration Classes for students
with special needs
- Open-ended curricula

 ITALY to prevent Early school leaving, starting from this school year, in
each school there is an additional
number of teachers to support students, Italian classes for foreign students and stage in industry and local
companies (400 hours in technical
and vocational course and 200
hours for licei)

 PORTUGAL 4.0% (2014)
 POLAND
- increase the availability and im TURKEY The portion of the budget

 PORTUGAL National exams in: 2

 TURKEY Two national examinations

social integration

given for the education in Turkey is
4.23 % of the GNP
MEASURES TO COMBAT DROPOUT

 GREECE .
The Greek Ministry of Education has
central control over state schools
(common curriculum, controlled
school staff and funding).
At the regional level, the Regional
Directorates of Primary and Secondary Education has the supervisory
role of the Ministry. There are also,
Directorates of Primary and Secondary Education in every prefecture.
This means that all the applied
measures are planned by the Ministry and some of these are the following :
- Special Legislation which facilitates Roma students’ school attendance
- Special
Preparatory
Classes
(called reception classes) for children who derive from minority
groups in order to learn the Greek
language and conduce to their

prove the quality of early childhood education, especially in rural
areas,
- provides additional activities
aimed at developing interests and
talents of students,
- improves the quality of teaching
and learning at all levels,
- ensure that general and vocational
education is better suited to the
socio-economic needs and the
labour market,
- develop the vocational training
model,
- creates the national system of
qualification and validation,
- strengthens the role of educational and vocational guidance in
schools.

 PORTUGAL
- The Ministry of Education has put
emphasis on vocational education/training
- In basic and secondary levels of
education;
- Schools with autonomy agreements established between the

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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authority and the schools, aiming
at providing them with greater
freedom to manage curriculums
and flexible subject schedules in
different years, special help for
students with special needs and
extra lessons in subjects with
higher levels of failure.
- The project “Edu-Living & Eduleaving” tried to change the school
atmosphere, promoting students’
motivation to stay at school, by
increasing their level of satisfaction. To reach this goal students
were asked what they’d like to
change at school and were encouraged to take action in order to get
what they wished. Students in upper classes, playing the role of
peer partners, interacted with
students in lower classes helping
them to make their projects come
true, and to get better results.

 TURKEY
Overcoming the socio-cultural, psycho-social and social obstacles
- Works have been done to change
values of gender, pass over economic obstacles and better children’s health. The most extensive
and effective campaign have been
“Girls, let’s go to school-Support to
schooling of girls” campaign. It
started in 10 cities in 2003 and
then spread throughout the country in 2004-2006 years.
Overcoming the economic obstacles
- Delivery of books free of payment
- Providing the students in Regional
Boarding Schools free lunch
Social protection policies about reducing the direct effects of poverty
on dropout from education:
- Conditional Educational Grant is
given to the 6 % of the poorest
population since 2003. It is the
condition to continue to school 80
% in each term in order to benefit
from it.
- Sheltering,

transportation

and

food supplies
- Education materials
shoes, bags)

Financing in Education Sector
(clothes,

- Foundation of Management Information System (e-school was developed in 2007 with the aim of
following the children dropout of
school or having the risk to dropout)

- Scholarships given by National
Education Ministry and General
Directorate of the Foundations
Social protection policies about reducing the indirect affects of poverty on dropout from education:

- Increasing the Financing
sources for Investment

Re-

- Creating new resources to increase the number of classrooms
was one of the policies. Among the
campaigns, “100 % Support to
Education” and “Dad, Send Me to
School” have been the most significant ones.

- Green Card was started in 1992
for the people to benefit from
health services who are not within
social security system.
- General Health Insurance started
in 2004 for the children to benefit
from health services who are under 18 years old.

- Transition to the Budget and Governance System Based on Performance

- Conditional Health Grant was
started in 2003 for the children to
benefit from health services who
are under 6 years old. It is a condition to have regular checkouts in
order to benefit from it.

- Following the Public Monetary
Management and Control Law
enacted in 2003, all public institutions including schools started to
strategic planning process.

Social protection policies and social
involvement programs about some 6. TEACHING HOURS PER WEEK FOR
groups of children with high dropTEACHERS
out risk
 GREECE .18 h – 25h
- Disabled Care Income (since
 ITALY 18 h
2005)
- Social Support Program (since  POLAND 18 h – 27h
2008)
- Projects to struggle against children workers

 PORTUGAL 22h
 TURKEY 15h-30h

- Society for Social Services and 7. MAX NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER
CLASS
Protection of Children
Policies related to School Environ-  GREECE .27
ment
- Increasing the Number of Teachers and Classes
- Winning Back the Children out of
School

 ITALY 27, 20 (if there are disabled
students)

 POLAND
 PORTUGAL 30

- -Raising Class Education Program 
(2008)
8
- -Every Child Succeeds Project
(2011)
- Expansion of Pre-primary Education

TURKEY 30
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS
PER CLASS

 GREECE .
 ITALY 25

 POLAND 25
 PORTUGAL 22,8 (2013)
Policies related to Governance and  TURKEY 30
- Free Transportation of the Disabled Children to Schools
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Extracurricular Activities & Projects In Our Schools (Turkey)
Environmental Education
 Visit to the Marine Animals Collection Center in Katip
Çelebi University (2015-2016)
 Trees were planted in the school garden by the students
(2015-2016)
Health Education

 Seminar about "Use of Medicine" by Public Health Service of Cigli District (2015-2016)

 Seminar about "Tissue and Organ Donation" by the
Board of Health of Cigli District (2014-2015)

 Blood Donation Campaign by the teachers in Çigli Fen
Lisesi (2014-2015)

Blood Donation

Career Treatment

 Istanbul trip to see universities' presentations (20152016)

 Eskişehir-Ankara trip to see universities' presentations
Cultural Programs

 Cinema Days for the 12th grade students (2015-2016)
 Drama (Students performed the play "Kuzguncuklu
Fazilet") (2014-2015)
Teaching Visits

Cinema Days

 Visit to the "Science Museum" (2015-2016)
 Trip to Historical parts of Izmir (2015-2016)
Meetings with Experts

 Seminar about "Religion and Philosophy" by Lecturer
Doç.Dr. Habib TURKER from Philosophy Department of
Social and Human Sciences Faculty in Katip Çelebi University (2015-2016)

 Talk with well-known Mathematician Prof. Dr. Beno
KURYEL on the subject "Related to Matematics" (20142015)

 Talk with well-known Mathematics Teacher Mustafa
TONGEMEN who solved Malfatti Circles Problem of the
Italian Physics Professor Gianfrancesco Malfatti (17311807) that was not be able to solved for 200 years.
(2014-2015)

Cross-Country Running

Workshops

 Our students and teachers attended the Presentation of
High Schools in the Fair. (2015-2016)
Other activities

 Cross Running in Çigli District (2015-2016)
 Election of the Democratic School Council and the President (2015-2016)

 Traditional Bird Paradise Festivity and Rice Day (20142015)

Marine Animals

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Extracurricular Activities & Projects In Our Schools (Italy)
Environmental Education
 Visit to the Marine Protected Area “Gaiola Underwater

Park” ( Naples)
 Conference about “ Protection of marine environment

and Safety in the sea” by the Coast Guard Corp of the
Italian Navy

Health education
 Seminar about “Nutrition education”
 Meeting for the 4th grade students of the health and

social course, about “ Sexually transmitted diseases” by
Public Health Service of Naples
Career treatment

Gaiola Underwater Park

 Participation in Universities’ of Naples presentations
 Participation in “Orientasud” a convention for educa-

tion and job orientation

 Participation in the Military Aeronautic Academy

presentation
 Participation in the “Interpreters and Translators

school” presentation

Cultural Programs
 Drama: the students performed the play “Il re scugniz-

zo”
 Cinema days for all the students of the school

Drama Il re scugnizzo

 Visit to the Archeological Museum of Naples
 Visit to the S.Martino Museum and S.Elmo Castle
 Visit to the Science Museums of the University

Meetings with experts
 Conference “Dialog about Italian Constitution” by Sena-

tor Abenante

 Conference about “Feminicide” by Prof. Carlo Signori

(President of “Anti-violence association T. Buonocore”)
Workshop

Science Picnic

 Seminar about “Preventing and fighting bullying” by

the ERA association
Other activities
 The students participated in the “Science Picnic” an

outdoor science popularization event held in the garden of the Science Museum

 The students and their teachers built and launched a

“Weather Ballon” equipped with instruments such as
video camera, GPS, and measure instruments. It
reached 36000 meters of altitude.

 Soccer, Volleyball and Bowling competitions

Weather balloon launch
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SECTION II - Partners

Extracurricular Activities & Projects In Our Schools (Portugal)
FERNAO MENDES PINTO
A SCHOOL WITH PROJECTS…
FMP is a school that understands the 21st century’s education
goals and prepares the students to face the future with the required tools.
Projects open minds, widen and strengthen the European dimension.

International Projects:
Our project is an added value to the school community promoting a deeper
knowledge and discussion about a problem which affects a large number of
schools all over the world.
A school theatre festival in German language promoting the use of theatre practices in the learning process of foreign languages. FMP’s students have already
played in Turin, Paris and Berlin.
A school partnership with Max-Planck Gymnasium in Dortmund, Germany, aiming
at improving the use of foreign languages and understanding other education systems and cultures.
An international partnership which allows the contact with young students coming from different countries, disseminating the values of volunteer work and entrepreneurship. Two university students from China and Romania spent six weeks
at school.

National Projects
A programme that promotes volunteering projects, spreading the meaning of being volunteer and motivating children and young people to become active citizens
and change the world around them.
FMP has recently won a prize for the work done along this school year.
The Project Management Institute and FMP are partners and have developed an
interesting and successful partnership. Teachers and students have gained experience in the use of project tools, getting prepared for the implementation of new
projects both at school and in their personal and professional life.
This local arts project carried out with the support of the municipality of Almada
aimed at promoting peace, non-violence and freedom, inspired by Picasso’s Guernica. Several classes participated in this initiative drawing and painting, thus celebrating the values of our 25th April 1974 Carnation Revolution.
Projects with the Lusofona University have also motivated students and teachers
to join activities celebrating “ cultural diversity within Portuguese-speaking countries”. For the second time the school was awarded prizes, due to the quality and
originally of the works produced.

These are just a few examples of the many projects developed in FMP. According to the specificity of the different
subjects teachers and students get involved in several initiatives aiming at promoting objectives which contribute
to give visibility and raise interest on defined target goals.

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Extracurricular Activities & Projects In Our Schools (GREECE)
Environmental Education
 “Recycling in the act - Active citizens”
 “Natural environment and human constructions: a deep

interaction”
 “Watermill (water + mill=milo which means «speak» in
Greek”
 "( 4 ) SEASONS IN THE PATIO OF OUR SCHOOL"
Health Education
 “First -Aid workshop realized by our school”

Student Blood Donation

 “Teenagers: trying to define their existence into the

adults’ world”
 " Stress management "
 “Live differently”. Alternative suggestions on teenagers’
everyday life.
Career Prospects Education
 “Designing my educational and professional future"
 " Entrepreneurship and physics"
Cultural Programs

School-based teacher training seminar

 “Maths literature”
 “Reading club”
 “Cinema in the Mediterranean countries”
 “Theatre and reality”
 “School life through cinema”
 “IT-based presentation of our school“
 “Various aspects of theatre "
 " Workshop in various theatrical aspects"
 Operation of a local net concerning Health Education and

Volunteerism: “Recycle- Reuse- Share”

Workshop for professional orientation and importance of school programs

Didactic visits
 Students visit an art exhibition called “smoke signals”
 Institution of Thracian Art : An Information Session

about certain university departments and colleges
 Second - chance school
Meetings
 A meeting about Bullying
 School-based teacher training seminar
 information on safe use motorbikes

 workshop for professional orientation and importance of

Sports Day

school programs
Other activities
 Erasmus+
 e-twinning
 Euroscola
 Sports Day
 Presentations of various programmes
 Student Blood Donation
Presentations of various programmes
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SECTION II - Partners

Extracurricular Activities & Projects In Our Schools (POLAND)
Activities developing interest
 Maths Club, History Club, Film Club, Biology Club,
Physics Club, Sport Club, Literature Club, Music
Club, Geography Club
 participation of students in different subjects competitions and national competitions
Environmental Education:

 Cleaning the world - our students clean up areas

around the school and parks on the “Pogoria 3”
lakes
 Visit the mobile planetarium “ORBITEK” at school
 Geography lessons in the field
 Participation in the international celebration of
Earth Day - preparing posters and presentations
Health Education
 Participation in „Be bone marrow donor” action
 Seminar about “Healthy food” and “Healthy lifestyle”.
 Competition promoting healthy food in our school –
students made posters
 Collection of medicines for the organization Lekarze
Nadziei”

The day dedicated to the
Convention on the Rights of
the Child

Halloween party

Christmas Carols` Festival

Day of foreign languages

Film’s club Festival - visit in
Warsaw

Film night

Cultural programs

 Visiting cinemas, theatres, museums etc.
 Film education – Film Club: students prepared their

own short films
 Life History Lesson – invited actors performed some
episodes about history
 Cooperation with local library – reading books promotion
 Visit to the Copernicus Science Centre - learning
through experience

Teachers during St.
Nicholas` Mini Playback
Show

Interesting experience in
extra-curricular activities –
physics

Meeting with Experts
 Training session for teachers:
 Training "Creative thinking - to promote the devel-

opment of students 'talents'“
 Training “Formative assessment – some tips for
teachers how to teach efficiently”

Educational project "Graffiti
in school" - the effect of
The Day of Polish Literature
students' work

Other activities

 The day dedicated to the Convention on the Rights








of the Child
Halloween party
The Hazing Party
The Day of Spring
Day of foreign languages
Interschool sport competitions - Handball
Sport’s games
Visiting historical places in Poland

The Day of Spring

“Task Station”- English
Competition

Interschool competitions –
Handball

Environmental Education:
Cleaning the world

SECTION III

TRANSNATIONAL MEETINGS

“The direction where someone’s education starts
from will define his future.”
(Plato)
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SECTION III - Transnational Meetings

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!

TURKEY

Çiğli Fen Lisesi

6-13/12/2014

Ismir (Sasali Cigli)

POLAND

Queen Jadwiga Complex of Schools no 4

13-19/04/2015

Dąbrowa Gornicza

ITALY

IIS Vittorio Emanuele II

25-31/10/2015

Naples

PORTUGAL

Escola Secundária Fernão Mendes Pinto

21-27/02/2016

Almada

GREECE

2nd General Lyceum

10-16/04/2016

Xanthi
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SECTION III - Transnational Meetings
FIRST MEETING IN TURKEY
ÇIĞLI FEN LISESI - ISMIR (SASALI CIGLI) (6 - 13/12/2014)
Before the Meeting

1. The project started with an exchange of emails among partners.
The result of this communication
was the planning of the activities of
the project.
2. The first version of the Web page
was made by Greece
3. The blog of Portugal
(edulivingeduleaving.blogspot.pt)
was made.
4. The contract of the project and the
questionnaire for the evaluation of
the meetings were prepared by each
partner.
5. Students of the partners schools got
involved in the project, preparing
the following activities:
 The “Erasmus+ Corner’’ in each
school
 The group of our project in facebook
 Proposals of logos of the project
 Proposals of slogans of the project
 Icebreaking games and activities

The first Meeting of the Project was
held on 7th - 13th December 2014 at Çigli
Fen Lisesi in Izmir Turkey. Two teachers from each partner schools and two
students from Greek, Italian and Portuguese schools and one student from
Polish school participated in the meeting.
The following activities were done
within the program as agreed by all
partners.
On 7th December, all delegates arrived
in Izmir. The teachers accommodated
in Izmir Vilayetler Evi, Karşıyaka. The
hosting families took the students coming from Greece, Italy, Poland and Portugal from the Hotel.

tors made “paper marbling”.

On 9th December, the whole group
made a cultural trip to Selçuk-Ephesus,
the House of the Virgin Mary and a
small village “Şirince”. On the way, a
private school “Ozel Ege Koleji” was
visited.

On 8th December, after the welcome
ceremony and the guidance of the
teachers and students at Çigli Fen Lisesi, all groups presented their schools ,
the countries and cities they lived in.
In Workshop 1, the Turkish National
Educational System and the existing
database on dropout of school in Turkey was presented by the Turkish Coordinator. The Turkish Traditional
Songs were presented by the Music
teacher and music group of the school.
The Art Teacher presented “paper marbling” at art class and then all the visi-

On 10th December, in Workshop 2,
we discussed on the details regarding
the planning, redistribution of activities, responsibilities and tasks of all
partners involved, and the course of the
project.
The
formal
agreement
(Contract) was decided and signed by

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
all of the partners. The best slogan and
the best logo were chosen . The slogan
and also the logo of the Portuguese
school were chosen as the best slogan
and the best logo. The Head of the Education Department and the District
Governor of Çigli were visited.

Poland were planned. All groups presented the existing database on dropout of school .
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attended to the activity.

The parent association members and
students of Çigli Fen Lisesi prepared
lunch with traditional foods for the
visitors.

In the evening, the Greek delegation
departed.
On 13th December, the delegations
from Italy, Poland and Portugal departed from Izmir.
On 11th December, the whole group
made a sightseeing trip in Izmir. Izmir
Bird Paradise, the Saltpan, Izmir Natural Life Park, Ataturk’s Museum,
Asansor “Historical Elevator”, Konak
Square, the Clock Tower, Kemeraltı
Bazaar and Hisaronu Mosque were
visited.
On 12th December, in Workshop 3
the activities of the next meeting in

Certificates of participation were given
to the participants. A questionnaire for
evaluating the meeting was given to
the teachers and students at the end of
the program.
In the goodbye party our traditional
dances were presented and the Music
Group of the School gave a concert. All
the students and teachers of the school

EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE MEETING
100% of the teachers thought that the
meeting was well planned; site visits
were informative; social/cultural activities were well thought; the opinions of
all the partners were taken into consideration in an equal and unbiased
manner; and the food provided was
suitable and of a good standard.
75% of the teachers thought that all
the partners contributed to the success
of the Meeting; presentations were
interesting and relevant; any sensitive
cultural differences were properly
identified and treated appropriately;
and the meeting met their expectations.
62,5% of the teachers thought that all
partners were well prepared; the accommodation was suitable and of a

good standard; and the meeting did
not at all change the image they had
about the partners of the project.
As for the students, 86% of the students were extremely happy with their
host families and they spoke English
extremely during the visit; the remaining were very much happy with their
host families and they spoke English
very much during the visit.
57% of the students thought the trip
was extremely interesting and they
liked extremely the activities that we
did at school. The remaining thought
the trip was very much interesting and
they liked very much the activities that
we did at school.
71% of the students had not at all communication problems and the remain-

* The aspects of the meetings were scored 1 to 5)

ing had somewhat communication
problems.
The most beneficial aspect of the
meeting for the students were as
follows:
86% Visiting another country
71% Multi-cultural and Trans-national
exchange & Co-operation
57% Combined activities, personal
development and feeling more as a
member of the European community
43% Hospitality - Food & beverage
29% The opportunity of personal contact-meeting partners in person and
Arrangements, discussions & agreements for next activities
14% Presentations of each partnerschool
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SECTION III - Transnational Meetings
SECOND MEETING IN POLAND
QUEEN JADWIGA COMPLEX OF SCHOOLS NO. 4 (13- 19/04/2015)
Before the Meeting

1. Our project and our 1st meeting were
presented in each partner school
Web site and also in the local press in
some partners’ hometowns.
2. The official Web page of our project
(http://eduliving.eu) was created by
Greece.
3. Icebreaking games were provided by
all the partner schools

4. Potential dropout students in partner
schools were identified and the main
reasons of dropout were analyzed.
5. Surveys to students on dropout in
each partner school were conducted.
6. New approaches, experiences and
strategies to reduce the number of
early school leaving were collected.
7. Photo Exhibition, presentations and
student reflections on the Evolution
of Education were prepared.
8. The T-shirts with the slogan and logo
of the project were designed by Portugal, submitted to the partners’ appreciation and choice and, finally,
produced by each partner.

came to school and with all students
Three teachers with one student from
they took part in the welcoming ceremoTurkey, two teachers and two students
ny.
from Greece, two teachers and two students from Italy, two teachers and two
students from Portugal participated in
the meeting in Poland.
All students and teachers took part in
different activities according to the program that was accepted by all partners.

All partners visited the building of ComThe following activities were orga- plex School no. 4 and after that they
nized:
started the Workshop 1 while they could
th
On Monday 13 April delegations from watch a presentation about Dąbrowa
Greece, Turkey, Portugal and Italy ar- Gornicza prepared by a Polish student.
rived to Poland. They were welcomed by The best students` essays “Reflects on
our teachers and accommodated in Ho- the evolution of education” were read.
tel Pogoria Residence. All students were The Presentation “System of education
taken from the airport by host families. in Poland” was presented.
On Tuesday 14th April all teachers visited the City Hall in Dąbrowa Gornicza,
they participated in the official meeting
with the Mayor of the town.

The parents of association members and
students of Queen Jadwiga Complex of
Schools no. 4 prepared lunch with traditional Polish food for the visitors.

On Wednesday 15th April a trip to Krakow was organized. Students and teachers visited the Main Market Square,
Wawel Castle, Barbican, St. Mary’s Basilica, St. Peter and Paul Church, Cloth Hall
and Museum “Rynek Underground” –
multimedia tour following the traces of
During this time all students visited European identity of Krakow.
school and took part in activities organised by polish teachers (students had
prepared a project about Poland related
to customs, traditions, historical places,
geography, famous people).
After visiting the City Hall all teachers

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
On Thursday 16th April there was
held the Workshop 2. There was held a
deep discussion on the new experiences, approaches and practical possibilities to reduce the number of early
school leaving. Each partner presented
the conclusions about potential students` dropout and the main reasons of
dropout in their schools. The participants discussed various experimental
measures to reduce this phenomenon.

The head teachers from different partner schools were invited to discuss this
problem - headmasters from Karol
Adamiecki Complex School of Economics and S. Staszic Technical Vocational
School answered the questions about
early dropping out of school, reasons
and solutions. Students participated in
the game “Find someone who…” for
team formation, acquaintance and
breaking ice between the team members. There was organized a Photo exhibition “School in my hometown in
the past and today ” – each country has
prepared 6 images with commentary.
There was held a meeting with local
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businessman for promoting entrepreneurship and raising students awareness concerning job opportunities. All
groups presented the presentations
about “The evolution of the school life
in the students hometown or their parents hometown" for a better understanding of today’s school.

cle tour and walking around Pogoria
Lakes - visiting the nature reserve.

In the afternoon students and teachers
visited MOPT ( The Youth Centre of
Creative Work) where they could take
part in dance, art and theatre workshops. They became familiar with
Polish traditional dance, traditional
folk costumes and songs. After art
workshops there were able to design
their own wraps.

Students and teachers participated in
the activities together. During the visit
and current school activities teachers
and students were wearing T-shirts
with logo and project’s slogan in order
to advertise the project's goals and
dissemination of the project.

On Friday 17th April, in Workshop 3
the activities of the next meeting in
Italy were planned in details. The certificates of participation were given to
the participants and the teachers and
students were given a questionnaire
for evaluating the meeting at the end of
the program.
Next part of the workshop was connected with informal education: a bicy-

On 18th April teachers visited Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp
where they could become familiar with
the history of the II World War.

In the afternoon, the Turkish delegation departed.
On 19th April all delegations from
Portugal, Italy and Greece departed
from Poland.

EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE MEETING
100% of the teachers agreed that all
the partners contributed to the success
of the Meeting, the opinions of all the
partners were taken into consideration
in an equal and unbiased manner, any
sensitive cultural differences were
properly identified and treated appropriately and that the Meeting met their
expectations.
89% of the teachers agree that the
meeting was well planned, however
11% said that it was almost well
planned.

78% of the teachers agreed that all the
partners were well prepared, while 22
% said that the partners were mostly
prepared.
67% of the teachers agreed that the
presentations were interesting and
relevant, while 33 % said that the
presentations were rather interesting.
56% of the teachers said that the site
visits were informative, while 44% of
them said the site visits were almost
informative.

89% of the teachers agreed that the
social/ cultural activities were well
thought.
78% of the teachers agreed that the
accommodation was suitable and of a
good standard, while 22 % of them
were rather satisfied.
89% of the teachers answered that the
food provided was suitable and of a
good standard, while 11 % of them
were rather satisfied.
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SECTION III - Transnational Meetings
THIRD MEETING IN ITALY
IIS VITTORIO EMANUELE II, NAPLES (25- 31/10/2015)

Before the Meeting
1. After the first year of the project all
partners prepared the interim report.
2. Proverbs and good sayings about
education were collected
3. Questionnaires about
 “How will my school become attractive?
 How do I want my teachers to
be?”
were prepared, collected and processed.
4. Guidelines for students group work
prepared by Portugal

Two teachers from each partner school
and two students from Greek, Polish,
Portuguese schools and one student
from a Turkish school participated in
the meeting.

cal Education teacher and a group of
Italian students.

All the students and the teachers took
part in different activities according to
the program, as agreed by all the partners.
The following activities were carried
out:
On 25th October the delegates from
Turkey, Poland, Greece and Portugal
arrived in Naples. They were welcomed
at the airport by Italian teachers and
hosting families. The teachers stayed at
Villa Margherita Hotel.
On 26th October all the teachers and
the students took part in the welcoming ceremony:

In Workshop 1 the Italian Educational
system, the profile of IIS Vittorio Emanuele II and the existing school leaving
data (2014) were presented.
The effects of the project were presented as activities that were tested at Vittorio Emanuele II to reduce the number
of drop-out. In conclusion, teachers’
testimonies about the positive effects of
the European projects carried out at
Vittorio Emanuele during the past 10
years on the students were presented.
During this time the students took part
in activities organized by the Italian
teachers (games about the Naples’ places and traditions they had seen during
the welcoming ceremony)

Italian students presented the history
and the traditions of the city. Traditional dances were presented by the Physi-

All the partners visited the school. The
parents and the students of IIS Vittorio
Emanuele II prepared a lunch with traditional Italian food for the visitors. In
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the afternoon all the partners and the
students visited the Old Town.
On 27th October the whole group
made a cultural visit to Pompei ruins

tion department about drop-out and
the approaches to reduce this phenomenon were discussed.
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wards, students’ conclusions concerning strategies to prevent early school
leaving were presented.

After the meeting, the new Underground stations were visited.
At school the students discussed about
how to change the school to reduce
early school leaving.

and to Sorrento where it was possible
to see local handicraft activities.
On 28th October in the Workshop 2
each country presented three proverbs
about education that the students had
chosen in their school. After a discussion, one of the Portuguese proverbs
was chosen as the best.
The teachers visited the Head of the
Education Department of Naples to
present the project work and the different local problems about education.

The point of view of the Italian educa-

On 29th October the whole group
made a tour of the area where the
school is located (Phlaegrean fields) to
know the geography and the history of
that place.

The activities of the next meeting in
Portugal were planned and certificates
of participation were given to all participants. A questionnaire for evaluating the meeting was given to the teachers and students at the end of the program.
On 31st October the delegations from
Greece, Portugal, Poland and Turkey
departed from Naples.

In the afternoon the whole group visited «Smart Education and Technology
Days» an exhibition concerning School
and Educational technologies.
On 30th October in the Workshop 3
each partner presented stories about
drop-out from the interviews with the
students who had left the school. After-

EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE MEETING
100% of the teachers gave the highest
rating = 5 to the following aspects:

100% of the teachers gave score ≥ 4 to
the following aspects:

 the meeting was well planned
 presentations were interesting and
relevant

 the partners were well prepared and
contributed to the success of the
meeting

 site visits were informative

 the meeting met my expectations.

 social/cultural activities were well
thought; the opinions of all partners
were taken into consideration in an
equal and unbiased manner

100% of the teachers gave score ≥ 3 to
the following aspects:

 any sensitive cultural differences
were properly identified and treated
appropriately
 the meeting did not at all change the
image they had about the partners of
the project.

 accommodation was suitable and of a
good standard
 food provided was suitable and of a
good standard.

As for the students :
All the students were extremely happy
with their host families except one that
was sufficiently happy;
5/7 students thought that the trip was
very much interesting, the remaining
thought it was extremely interesting
4/7 liked very much the activities done
at school, the remaining
3 liked it sufficiently
4/7 spoke English intensively during
the visit, the remaining
3 spoke sufficiently
6/7 had somewhat communication
problem, the remaining
1 had not at all communication problems.
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FOURTH MEETING IN PORTUGAL
FERNÃO MENDES PINTO SECONDARY SCHOOL, ALMADA, (21– 27/02/2016)

All the partners were represented:
Greece through two teachers and two
students; Italy through two teachers
and two students; Poland through two
teachers and two students and Turkey
through three teachers and one student
21st February
Portuguese partners met Edu-Living &
Edu-Leaving's partners at the airport.
22nd February
The group was greeted at Fernao
Mendes Pinto School by the project
coordinator and her team. After a getting-to-know-you icebreaker to warm
up the atmosphere, the partners were
invited to visit the school. A short comfort break followed. Then the official
welcome session led by the director of
the school took place and immediately
afterwards the partners were shown a
presentation about Almada. After a
brief explanation of the meeting programme the group broke up for lunch.

ed: students participated in a peddypaper through Almada and teachers
stayed at school where they were offered a training session led by Wim
Simoens from the Eekhoutcentrum
Kortrijk training center (Belgium). This
session covered the following topics:
well-being and motivation; short theoretical input on motivation; self determination theory; monitoring an educational process.
23rd February
On this day there was a guided tour
throughout emblematic areas of Lisbon, either due to their landscape
beauty or their historical and cultural
heritage (Belem – Mosteiro dos Jeronimos,Torre de Belem, Padrao dos
Descobrimentos; Parque Eduardo VII;
Baixa de Lisboa; Parque das Naçoes;
Oceanario).

Besides the information provided, verbally or in written format, students
were given some activities.

24th February
In the morning the partners were given detailed information on the PortuIn the afternoon the group was divid- guese educational system, on student
dropout and failure rates at school and
Before the Meeting
on specific dynamics mainly the ones
1. Our students ant teachers interviewed associated with the implementation of
national/ international projects.
people who have dropped out and
wrote their stories
Then they were shown examples of
2. Greece prepared a brief report about
the progress of our project, in order to
make an intermediate evaluation at
the meeting in Almada
3. Each country prepared lyrics for our
project song

innovative and successful experiences
as effective strategies for dropout and
failure prevention. A representative of
“Benfica Foundation”, invited to come
to school during the transnational
meeting, explained how sports practice
can be used as a strategy promoting

enthusiasm, accountability, assumption and respect for established commitments and thus contribute to better
results at school – which has been
proved within their partnerships with
schools.

In the afternoon all the partners
shared their experiences concerning
the implementation of the project in
their home countries. Portuguese
teachers and students playing the role
of peer-counsellors showed a PPP
about the development of their work
and strategies which have been used in
order to improve the school atmosphere, strengthen students’ sense of
belonging and raise the level of satisfaction at school, which may lead to
higher motivation and reduction of
early school leaving and failure.
Afterwards teachers exchanged ideas
about the last meeting in Greece and
the final products of the project. The
general coordinator made some suggestions and presented some proposals which were analysed and discussed.
Meanwhile students prepared a work
inspired on the meeting experience.
25th February
In the morning, and thanks to the collaboration with the Almada Town Hall,
teachers were given the opportunity to
have a guided visit to some key tourist
places (Cristo Rei; Costa da Caparica;
Convento dos Capuchos).
A reception organized by the Almada
Town Hall in Convento dos Capuchos
ended this visit. The group of teachers

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
was welcomed by representatives of
the Almada Town Hall and after having
given information on the main objectives of the project and the background
situation in their own schools, they
were made aware of the efforts made
by the municipality of Almada to find
solutions to prevent early school leaving and failure. Before leaving the
group was gifted some souvenirs.
At school all the students, with the help
of a dramatist, were involved in the
preparation of an improvisation on the
topic “Early School Leaving”, putting in
evidence reasons leading to this decision.
In the afternoon took place a roundtable conference whose guests were
the Carlos Gargate School Grouping
and representatives of the Municipality
of Almada and of the Ministry of Education. Partners were this way given
the opportunity to get in touch with a
school having carried out a project
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with similar goals to “Edu-Living &
Edu-Leaving” and with very positive
results as far as dropout and failure are
concerned.

tional meeting in Almada. The Portuguese team was left in charge of managing them and sending its results to
the Greek coordinator.

On the other hand the representatives
of the Municipality of Almada and of
the Ministry of Education afforded a
comprehensive view of the problem of
failure and dropout at various levels
both in the region of Almada and in
Portugal.

After a short comfort break the certificates of attendance were delivered by
the director.
The project meeting ended with a farewell dance activity and a lunch pre-

Before the session came to a close all
the teachers and guests could watch
the improvisation shown by the students and exchange ideas about its
meaning.
26th February
The students presented the work they
had prepared showcasing the activities
that had made part of the programme.
Similar to what happened in the other
project meetings, questionnaires were
handed out to evaluate the transna-

pared by students’ parents. All the
partners socialized and strengthened
their partnership bonds.
27th February
The partners returned to their home
countries.

EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE MEETING
100% of the teachers agreed that the
meeting was well planned; presentations were interesting and relevant;
site visits were informative; social/cultural activities were well
thought; the opinions of all the partners were taken into consideration in
an equal and unbiased manner; accommodation was fully suitable and of a
good standard; and the food provided
was fully suitable and of a good standard.
89% of the teachers agreed that all the
partners contributed to the success of
the meeting and that the meeting met
fully their expectations.
78% of the teachers agreed that all the
partners were well prepared.
67% of the teachers agreed that any
sensitive cultural differences were
properly identified and treated appropriately.

56% of the teachers thought that the
meeting did not at all changed the image they had about the partners of the
project.

that we did at school.

As for the students,

86 % visiting another country and multi-cultural and trans-national exchange
& co-operation;

86 % of the students were extremely
happy and the remaining were very
much happy with their host families.
71 % of the students thought the trip
was extremely interesting and had not
at all communication problems and the
remaining had somewhat communication problems.
57% of the students spoke extremely
and 29% spoke very much English during the visit.
57% of the students thought that the
meeting fully changed the image they
had about the partners of the project.
43% of the students liked extremely
and 29% liked very much the activities

The most beneficial aspects of the
meeting for the students were as
follows:

71 % hospitality - food & beverage;
57 % the opportunity of personal contact-meeting partners in person and
personal development;
43 % combined activities and feeling
more as a member of the European
community;
29 % presentations of each partnerschool and arrangements, discussions
& agreements for next activities;
14% making new friends.
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FIFTH MEETING IN GREECE
2nd

GENERAL LYCEUM, XANTHI (10 16/04/2016)

All the partners were present: Portugal
with two teachers and two students;
Italy with two teachers and two students; Poland with two teachers and
two students and Turkey with two
teachers and one student.
10th April
The Greek partners met Edu-Living &
Edu-Leaving's partners from Turkey,
Italy and Poland at the airport of Kavala and the partners from Portugal
arrived at the bus station of Xanthi.
11th April
The director of the school welcomed
all the delegations in his office.

After the official welcome and the exchange of gifts, the partners were invited to a welcome session with Greek
Traditional Music performed by our
students, which was followed by a PP
presentation of our city Xanthi.

the last two years and after a brief coffee break at the library, teachers continued with the presentation of the
education system in Greece. At the discussion later, we had the chance to
compare the different systems among
our schools and talk about similarities
and differences. At the same time, the
students were involved in some icebreaker games and activities led by the
psychologist Mrs. Voula Dionisiou.
In the afternoon the group visited the
Folklore and Historical Museum of
Xanthi, where they had the chance to
get to know all the various cultures
and customs of the people who passed
by or lived and mixed together, giving
the city its special multicultural atmosphere. In spite of the rain the group
enjoyed a sightseeing tour to the Old
Town of Xanthi, through the narrow
streets and the typical architecture.

Then it was the time to present our
school, starting from the Extracurricular Activities, which have taken place

Before the Meeting
1. Each partner created a spot for our
project
2. Teachers prepared all material necessary for the final evaluation of the
project in Greece

12th April
The day started at the school library
where a presentation was shown to
the teachers about the School Violence
Watch Network and its activities in

order to reduce bullying and help students who think of dropping out school
because of that.
Next, teachers and students went on a
trip to Avdera visiting Vistonida lake
with its important wetland ,the small
Saint Nikolas Church in Porto Lagos

and the archaeological museum of the
ancient city of Avdera.
The vice mayor of Abdera greeted
teachers and students in her office at
Abdera town hall, welcomed the
guests, spoke about the activities of the
municipality and wished them a pleasant stay.
In the afternoon the teachers worked
on the preparation of the magazine
and the other final products of the project. Partners shared the work of the
different sections of the final report.
13th April
While the students were preparing the
song with the assistance and guidance
of a local musician Antonis Mousades,
the teachers visited the Town Hall and
had an official meeting with the Mayor
of the town.
After a short coffee break under the

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
warm sun at the Central Square the
teachers met with Mr. Papantoniou
who is a Career Advice Counsellor in
Secondary Schools of Xanthi and Mrs.
Klouri who is the Director of Extracurricular Activities in Secondary Schools
of Xanthi. They both described the efforts and initiatives undertaken in
schools to help students obtain selfknowledge and self-confidence, in order to be able to make the right choices
concerning their participation in the
extra-curricular activities and their
future career prospects during their
schooling . The partners exchanged
good practices and ideas realized at
the different educational systems in
their countries.

the project.

The students attended a traditional
dance workshop, organised by trainers
of one of the many cultural associations of the city.

After that the students sang the song of

14th April
The group participated with the rest of
the school community into an all day
trip to the island of Thassos with the
ancient theater and its picturesque
harbor.
15th April
The students were doing sports while
the teachers were working with the
evaluation of the meeting, the project
and the final report at the school library. In the meantime, the director
and the general coordinator gave an
interview on a local television channel
about the school drop out and the activities of the project.
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the project and they all watched the
projection of video spots concerning
drop-out and also videos of the previous four meetings, which was an opportunity to remember the beautiful
moments lived and shared in the last
two years. After a short break the certificates of attendance were delivered
by the director.
At the lunch the partners had the
chance to taste some local food prepared by the parents of the students
involved in the project.
16th April
delegations from Italy, Portugal, Poland and Turkey departed from Xanthi.

In the afternoon at the hotel, the teachers worked with the conclusions &
suggestions for the evaluation of the
local activities and the evaluation of

EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE MEETING
100% of the teachers agreed that :
 the meeting was well planned
 all the partners contributed to the
success of the meeting
 presentations were interesting and
relevant
 social/cultural activities were well
thought
 the opinions of all the partners were
taken into consideration in an equal
and unbiased manner
 any sensitive cultural differences
were properly identified and treated
appropriately.
 accommodation was fully suitable
and of a good standard
 the meeting met fully their expectations
75% of the teachers agreed that:
 all the partners were well prepared
 the food provided was suitable and
of a good standard
 50% of the teachers agreed that:
 site visits were informative
37,5% of the teachers agreed that: the

meeting changed the image they had
about the partners of the project.
As for the students,
100% were extremely happy and the
remaining were satisfied with their
host families.
42,87% thought he trip was very much
interesting
28,57% thought the trip was very extremely interesting
28,57% thought the trip was rather
interesting and
14,29% thought the trip was sufficiently interesting
28,57% liked extremely the activities
that we did at school
42,87 % liked the activities that we did
at school very much
28,57% liked sufficiently the activities
that we did at school
57% spoke only English during the
visit
42,85% spoke a lot English during the
visit

57,15% had not at all communication
problems and
42,85% had few communication problems.
42,85% thought that the meeting
changed sufficiently the image they
had about the partners of the project.
14,28% thought that the meeting
changed in a the image they had about
the partners of the project and
28,57% thought that the meeting not
at all changed the image they had
about the partners of the project.
The most beneficial aspects of the
meeting for the students were as
follows:
100% feeling more as a member of the
European community
86 % visiting another country
71,43% personal development
28,56%% hospitality - food & beverage
and the opportunity of personal contact-meeting partners in person
14,28 % combined activities and
presentations of each partner-school
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SECTION IV

PRODUCTS & ACTIVITIES OF OUR PROJECT

A pencil is sharper than a sword.
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SECTION IV–Activities & Products Of Our Project
OUR SITE (http://eduliving.eu/)

BLOG OF PORTUGAL (http://edulivingeduleaving.blogspot.pt)

FACEBOOK GROUP
(https://www.facebook.com/Edu-living-Edu-leaving-1513680502219481)

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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SLOGAN & LOGO CONTEST

Education:
Wings Across Europe.
Wings Across Life
(Italy)

Knowledge:
A Window to the World
(Greece)

School is the
Moonlight at Midnight
(Turkey)

School is chance
Use it!
(Poland)

Don’t be a fool.
Stay in school!
(Portugal)

THE T-SHIRTS WITH THE SLOGAN AND LOGO OF THE PROJECT
DESIGNED BY PORTUGAL
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Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Greece
1 ACQUAINTANCE WALK

2. PAPER IN BACK

we need: a drum

MATERIALS

& To be successful, the action needed at least more than 15 Papers, Markers, Adhesive Tape.
people
INSTRUCTIONS
The pupils walk into the room and when they hear the sound
of the drum they stand still and they watch the pupil that is 1st Stage : Let's stand up and stick a piece
right in front of them. When they hear the sound of the drum of paper on our backs, with the assistance
for the second time they continue their walks (they have al- of the rest of us. Then, let's write what we
ready agree that the first beat of the drum means "walk" and really like about each other on this paper.
the second hit means "stop"). With the next beat they stand 2nd Stage: Have you written on everyone's back? Let's resteal again, they look the pupil in front of them and they smile. move the papers on our backs. Each of us is going to have
Subsequently they do the same thing but at the end they some time to read his/ her paper.
shake hands. At the fourth part they add a type of dialog "hi, I
am (their names), what is your name,..."the action continues 3rd Stage: We are all going to sit around a circle. Do you want
to discuss about it?
till they meet all the pupils.
NOTES FOR ENCOURAGEMENT
 Sometimes, the members ask their peers to write something negative about themselves too . We insist that you
should write only positive comments.
 Questions for conversation
Were you surprised about what you've read?
Is there anything that you couldn't recognize about yourself?

.
3. FIND SOMEONE WHO....
LIKES SWIMMING

LIKES PLAYING FOOTBALL

IS AN ONLY CHILD

HAS TRAVELLED BY PLANE

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

HAS VISITED A FOREIGN
COUNTRY

IS GOOD AT MATHS

LIKES PLAYING THE
GUITAR

HAS TRIED AN EXTREME
SPORT

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

LIKES DANCING

LIKES PLAYING THE PIANO

HAS GOT TWO BROTHERS

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

HAS TAKEN AN
AUTOGRAPH FROM A
FAMOUS PERSON
…………………………………...

HAS WON A COMPETITION

IS GOOD AT COMPUTERS

LIKES PLAYING BASKETBAL LIKES SINGING

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

…………………………………...

Each student must complete the table by asking other students personally.
It is forbidden to ask aloud who does this ..
When one completes the table, yells bingo and sits down.
The game continues until all students finish.

…………………………………...

…………………………………...
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Turkey

(Innovative games and activities for team formation, acquaintance and breaking ice between the team members, to boost
confidence, promote teamwork)
1. GROUP JUGGLING
Group Juggling is a great, high-energy
active icebreaker activity that helps
participants learn the names of the
other people in the group. It works
best when it is played in groups of about 15-20 people. If you
have more than this number of breakers, you can divide into
smaller groups. This game can also serve a team-building
activity if people do not know each other well.
Setup for the Group Juggling Activity
This game is best played outside in a grassy area, or in a
large, open space indoors. You will need several soft
balls/tennis balls or other soft fun objects, like rubber chickens and stuffed animals. Dog toys (preferably unused) make
great choices too, as they usually come with great sound effects.
Playing the Group Juggling Activity
Ask the group to form a large circle, with everyone facing the
centre. Start by tossing the ball across the circle to another
person. As you toss, say the name of the person to whom you
are tossing. This lets them know the ball is being sent to
them and lets everyone hear their name. Once that person
catches (or retrieves) the ball, they pick someone else, shout
their name and toss them the ball. The play continues with
the ball until it makes it to everyone in the group. Once
someone has caught the ball, they cannot get it again. The
last person in the group throws it back to the group leader.
Practice the pattern a few times, always tossing to and receiving from the same person in the group. Once your group
has the pattern down, start adding more balls/objects, this is
where the mayhem really begins. Keep going, try to get at
least five objects going at once. Feel free to try again with a
new pattern and mix it up.

Goal:

Get the most points by choosing the correct definition or fooling the other team into choosing
your definition.

Preparation:
 You'll need a pen/paper for each group
 Download and print about 4 to 7 team worksheets. Print
out the key worksheet for yourself.
How to Play The Dictionary Game:
1. Split everyone into groups of 3. Pass out the worksheets
(one per team). Each team needs to create definitions for
each word. The object is to create the most dictionarysounding definition, even if you don't know what the word
means. After about five or six minutes, collect all of the
worksheets.
2. Read the first word aloud. Read all of the team's definition
for the word, including the correct word definition. Each
team has to choose which definition they believe is correct.
3. If the team picks the right definition, they get 1 point. If a
team's definition gets chosen by other teams, the team
with the definition gets 2 points for every team they fool.
Continue with the rest of the words. The team with the
most points wins the game.
http://www.greatgroupgames.com/the-dictionary-game.htm

Worksheet: l. Cityscrape - 2.Bagpipes 3.Fanzine-4.Whodunnit - 5.Blockbuster 6.Chick flick- 7.Spaghetti western 8.Calypso- 9.Boogie

Answer Key
1. Cityscrape- (art): the appearance of a city or urban area, a
picture of a city
2. Bagpipes- (musical Instrument): a musical instrument
played especially in Scotland
3. Fanzine- (literature): a magazine that is written and read
This game takes about 10 minutes in a group of 20-30 peoby fans of a musician, sports team, etc.
ple. If you have more than 30 players, consider dividing into
4. Whodunnit- (theatre): a story, play etc. about a murder in
two circles to keep the throws within easy catch and toss
which you do not know who did the murder until the end
range.
5. Typhology-(science): study of blindness
2. THE DICTIONARY GAME
6. Chick flick-(film): a film/movie that is intended especially
Type:
Indoor
for women
Number: Medium Group
7. Spaghetti western-(film): a film/movie about cowboys,
(10 - 19 people)
made in Europe by Italian companies
Age:
High School - Adults
8. Calypso-(music): a Caribbean song about a subject of curTime:
15 - 20 minutes
rent interest
Summary: Fool other teams into
9. Boogie-(music): a type of blues music played on the piano,
choosing your team's definition.
with a fast strong rhythm

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Italy
1. LOST ON A DESERTED ISLAND

2. WHO DONE IT?
Who Done It? is an icebreaker that reveals interesting (and
sometimes incredible!) things people have done. It's a simple
guessing game that is straight forward to play.

This game is a get-to-know-you style icebreaker in which
players try to guess which person corresponds to each item
written on note cards. The recommended group size is a medium sized group of about eight to sixteen people, although
the game can be adapted to accommodate other sized groups. Playing
this icebreaker indoors is preferable.
Materials required are: several note
cards and pens. Who Done It? Can be
Lost on a Deserted Island is a team building activity that also played by participants including colhelps people share a little about themselves. Given the scelege students and adults in corporate
nario that everyone is lost and stranded on a deserted island,
settings.
each person describes an object which they bring and the
Setup and Game play for Who Done It
reason of bringing the object.
This game is a teambuilding and get-to-know-you icebreaker. Each group had better not consist of too many
members or few. Average number is better. An indoor setting
is ideal. No special props or materials are required. This icebreaker works well for any age including adults and also corporating settings.
Instructions for Lost on a Deserted Island
The situation is dire — following a shipwreck, everyone has
been stranded on a deserted island! Each person is allowed to
bring one object to the island — ideally something that represents them or something that they enjoy. The first part of this
icebreaker is simple: each person is asked to describe what
object they have brought and why. This doesn't have to be
realistic; if someone loves music, he or she might choose to
bring a guitar, or an animal lover might choose to bring a dog,
a food lover might choose to bring sirloin steaks, and so on.
Encourage the participants to be creative.

This game can be played individually or with two teams. For
extremely large groups, choose ten volunteers and split them
into two teams of five. To set up the game, pass out an index
card and a pen for each participant. Ask each person to write
down something interesting they have done. Examples as the
followings:
 I went sky diving once.
 I got arrested before.
 I once drank a gallon of milk.
 I have lived in seven different states.
 I have eaten bugs before.
Try to instruct people to write a fact that most people don't
know - the sillier (or more unbelievable) the better it is. Collect all the cards (separate them into two piles (If there are
two teams). Shuffle the cards and then pass them back out.
Each person (or team) takes turn spreading aloud their card
and then the reader must guess whose fact he or she read.
After he or she guesses, the guessed person simply says "yes"
or "no". If the person guesses correctly, the guessed person
can briefly explain what they wrote (if requested). The guessing continues until all cards are finished. Everyone reveals
who wrote which card at the end.

After every one has introduced their object and why they
have chosen that object, the team building part follows. Divide into smaller groups and ask everyone work together to
improve their chances of survival by combining the various
objects that they've introduced. If necessary, you can add
The Who Done It? game is a good, simple get-to-know-you
more objects, but be sure to use all the objects that every one
game that is especially good for groups with new people as it
mentioned. If you wish, you can reward the most creative
helps people get to know each other better and break the ice.
group with a prize.
Sometimes humorous facts can be revealed, leading people to
Lost on a Deserted Island is an approachable way to get peo- exclaim, "You did WHAT?"
ple to open up and share about themselves and what they
enjoy or value.
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Portugal

1 "CAN YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?”
Everybody sees things differently - so how about looking at
your meeting room? Participants choose a particular view they
like and show it to others. In addition to encouraging empathy
between people, this energiser can be useful for helping team
and participants create a more informal setting for the activity.

2 “GRRR – PHUT – BOOM!”
Chanting something which seems to be without meaning can be
an interesting challenge. And it could also be interesting to
look at what it might mean....
Resources needed
 Flip chart, or other surface on which to write the words

Resources needed

 Enough space for participants to move about freely
 Meeting room which allows participants to move around  One facilitator
relatively freely
Group Size: Any
 A piece of A4 paper and a pen or pencil for each person
Time: About 5 minutes
 Sticky tape (approximately one per every six persons)
 Only one facilitator is needed
Group Size: Any
Time: 15 to 20 minutes minimum
Step-by-step
1. Each participant receives a piece of A4 paper and a
pen/pencil
2. The facilitator explains that participants should write their
names on and then tear a hole in their paper so that it
looks then like a picture frame (actually, it does not really
matter what shape the hole has as long as you can see
through it).
3. Then everyone has to find a view or an object on which to
stick their frame. They are invited to use their imagination
– nothing is prohibited!
4. After this the participants invite each other to look through
their frames and describe what they see.
5. The energiser is finished once the facilitator has the opinion that participants have seen through the majority of
frames.

Step-by-step
1. Facilitator writes the following “words” on a flip chart or
other surface so that participants can read them:
ANA
NA
GRRRR
PHUT
BOOM!
2. The facilitator says the words slowly and asks the participants to join in.
3. Then the facilitator increases the intensity – makes the
chant louder and softer, faster and slower, (it is even possible to include a little dance to go with the chant).
4. The energiser ends with a big “BOOOM!”
Reflection and evaluation

In effect, what has happened is that the participants have
learned a small part of a new language with its different
rhythms, light and shade. So it is possible to have a discussion
Reflection and evaluation
No debrief is necessary for this energiser, but a discussion about what makes up a language after everyone has got their
breath back!
can be productive.
Suggested questions:

This method alive

 how was it for you to choose something you found inter- Be careful with the intensity of this energiser. It can be very
esting with no restrictions?
loud and funny. It could also appear to be a little embarrass how did you help others to see exactly what you see?
ing for some participants, especially if they do not know each
 what surprised you?
other fairly well.
 how did you manage to see what others could see in their
frames?
This method alive
Do not be surprised by the range of positions which participants find themselves in when they stick their frames to (or
near) their preferred object. It has been known for frames to
be fixed on lamps 3 meters high, or on the underneath of radiators, etc. This energiser can be useful for starting discussions about empathy or constructivism.

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Poland
1 NAME PLUS GESTURE
(the game for a few people)

2. FORTUNE TELLER

Each participant writes a short description of his/her on a
The participants stand in a circle.
sheet (approach to business, temperament, favorite food,
etc.). After mixing sheets everyone gets someone's characterThe first person tells his or her name showing a gesture at
istics, and then tries to guess its owner.
the same time. Other people repeat this action.
The second person tells his/her name and shows another
gesture.
Other people repeat the name of this person and all the gestures from the beginning (the gesture made by the first person plus gesture of another person and so on.)
Lots of laughter during this "dance" guaranteed.
.

Game Sources
GREECE
1,2. Αρχοντάκη, Ζ. & Φιλιππου, Δ.,2003. 205
βιωμάτικεσ άςκηςεισ γιά την εμψυχωςη
ομάδων . Αθηνά: Κάςτάνιωτησ
3. http://peliti.gr/sinantiseis/imersporwn/226gnorimia
TURKEY
1. http://www.icebreakers.ws/mediumgroup/group-juggling.html
2. http://www.greatgroupgames.com/thedictionary-game.htm
ITALY
1. http://www.icebreakers.ws/small-group/loston-a-deserted-island.html
2. http://www.icebreakers.ws/mediumgroup/who-done-it-whodunit.html
PORTUGAL
1. Andi Krauss, Network Rope
2. Mark Taylor (1998) “Simple ideas to overcome
language barriers” in Language and Intercultural
Learning Training Course Report, European
Youth Centre, Strasbourg
POLAND
Books:
1. „Zabawy integracyjne i nie tylko”- Dorota Niewola
2. „Gry i zabawy integracyjne”- Henryk Nawara,
Urszula Nawara
Website: www.szkolnictwo.pl
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THE EVOLUTION OF EDUCATION IN PARTNER SCHOOLS

forced to pray and sing the national anDuring the partners meeting in Poland
them every morning at school”. In Poall of the partners presented the evoluland children had to follow the rules, for
tion of educational system of each counbad behavior they had to stay long
try.
hours after compulsory classes, or the
teacher could beat them with a ruler.
The second similarity is on the educational level. In the past most of the children finished only the primary school,
only few continued their education in
high school. The education was expensive so only few could afford it and a
In each country the education has
small number of students studied in
changed year after year. Education went
universities.
through a progressive evolution that is
still happening today. Having watched Another similarity is that boys and girls
all the presentations there are some took classes separately in the past , in
conclusions.
Poland for example girls took part in
many practical classes only for girls,
We can notice that in all the countries
the education is changing year after such as: cooking, sewing, knitting. For
year however these changes are on the a boys there were the following classes:
similar level. The first similarity con- carpentry, animal breeding, farming.
cerns the school’s life. Discipline was
much harder than nowadays, Turkey
claims “School had prison like discipline
and it wasn’t making education better”,
Portugal says “Teachers used to apply
physical punishment, students were

With regard to school clothes in all
countries all pupils were forced to wear
school uniforms. In Poland school uniforms had to be in white and dark blue
color, with a white collar and school
shield on it.

In term of technology there are no diversities among all countries: in every
classroom there were old – fashioned
desks, inkwells, counters, books were
grey and ugly (not everyone could afford them), teachers and students used
blackboards and chalks to write.
Nowadays everything has changed, democracy brought freedom to modern
world. As Portugal says: “ Teaching is
more liberal” because education is compulsory and free for everyone, regardless of social status, teachers can’t use
physical punishment, student’s don’t
use school uniforms, schools are beautiful and colorful with access to the Internet. Now everything is easier “ People
give importance to education. Teachers
want to teach. We buy various books.
We do experiments in Science lessons
through animations. Most of the students study in universities” – as Turkey
said. In modern school classrooms have
multimedia items – computers, whiteboards, tablets. In modern world we
have more freedom than in the past.

PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”
ITALY

1925 Technical high school "Elena di Savoia": Art class

2013 IIS Vittorio .Emanuele II:
Marine biology lesson in the "Gaiola Underwater Park"

1925 Technical high school "Elena di Savoia": Typing class

2015 IIS Vittorio Emanuele II Language laboratory and Science laboratory: students learn
different subjects in the laboratory.
1992 ITF Vittorio Emanuele II: Gym team
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PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”
GREECE

Sports Shows - Decade 1960 1st Primary School of Xanthi
At the end of the school year, school sports shows take place
at the old town square. Parents and the school community
are present.

Carnival Parade – 1982 - 2nd High School of Xanthi
1st participation of schools, uniforms are donated by the municipality of Xanthi.

Commemorative Photo - 1965 1st High School of Xanthi.
Male school, the cap is mandatory for the students.

Football Match (Students vs Teachers) - 2005 2nd Senior High School (Lyceum) of Xanthi.
School games occasionally take place at school between
teachers and students.

Commemorative Photo – 1980 Anniversary Parade – 2015Female Senior High School of Xanthi.
2nd Senior High School (Lyceum) of Xanthi.
All high schools are separated (male/female). Next year they Uniforms are worn on special occasions only. The undergradwill all become mixed (1981). The Female Lyceum will be the
uate student with the highest grades holds the flag.
2nd Senior High School (2nd Lyceum).

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”
POLAND

Students of Primary School No. 5 I
n Dąbrowa Górnicza - 1959-1960 school year.
Students in traditional school uniforms from the midtwentieth century; In the classroom there are traditional
wooden desks and a coat hanger (there weren’t cloakrooms
in the past).

Students of School Complex No. 4
in the multimedia classrooms. Classes in the computer lab
with internet access.

Students of School Complex No. 4 in the multimedia classrooms. Biology lesson in the biology lab with using whiteboard – interactive activities.

Female class of Primary School No. 4 on a trip to the Palace
of Culture in Dąbrowa Gornicza in 1961.

Public School No. 2 in Dąbrowa Górnicza in 1920. The
school building in the background.

Students of School Complex No. 4
in the multimedia classrooms.
Biology lesson in the biology lab with using
whiteboard – interactive activities.

Classes at the school swimming pool in the School Complex No. 4.
Students are preparing for a swimming competition.
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PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”
PORTUGAL

After the 25th of April –
Children without uniforms

Field trip to Alcobaça Monastery (60’s)

Break time

Prom

Students relaxing
Children wearing school uniforms

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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PHOTO EXHIBITION “SCHOOL IN MY HOMETOWN IN THE PAST AND TODAY”
TURKEY

Yozgat Primary School,
students in a cooking lesson with their teacher, in 1960.

Çorum Primary School,
teacher and students in the celebration program on 23rd
April “Children’s Day” in 1971. The students used to wear
black uniform and white neckband.

Izmir Saint Joseph French College, Secondary School,
2nd class students with music teacher and their class teacher,
in 1949. With the preparatory class, the school was for 4
years and only the boys could go to that school. Almost all
lessons were studied in French.

Istanbul Kandilli High School for Girls,
students with Biology teacher, History of Art teacher and Music teacher, in 1965. Only the girls could go to that school.

Primary School students
in the celebration program on 29th October “Republic Day” in
2014. The school uniform is no longer black. The students
wear blue uniform and white neckband.

İzmir Çiğli Fen Lisesi,
teacher and students in Music Class in 2014.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE EVOLUTION OF EDUCATION

Living under different conditions, our
parents and grandparents experienced,
as students, other difficulties at school
than we do.

Books were grey and ugly. Students had
to wear uniforms and learn without Internet! If a pupil was naughty, teacher
could beat them with a ruler. Students
wrote with ink, but in the first class they
Even though school might be hard, in
the end it only leaves good memories used only pencils.
that make us not to hate it.
Nowadays: Schools are beautiful and
colorful. Classrooms have multimedia
There are many things we must change
and we should stop being stuck in the items (computers, whiteboards, tablets
etc.) Textbooks are wonderful. They
past educational systems.
have glossy covers and include a lot of
Greece
interesting information. Pupils can learn
For centuries the education has been through the Internet and wear clothes
interpreted as inculcation and a sort of which they like. Teachers are friendly
and understanding.
“children work”.
Active participation and involvement in
the learning process is the current approach to education.
Italy
In the Past: Schools didn’t have computers, whiteboards and projectors.

brought freedom to our new world.
We should feel gratitude and happiness
for living in a time without oppression.
Portugal

Primary school students were wearing
black uniforms. Now they wear blue
uniforms. High school students were
wearing uniforms. Now they wear uniforms too. But uniforms are more colorful. Equipment and materials of schools’
were not rich.

Teachers and students were using
blackboards and chalks to write. Most of
students were using school bags to carry
Poland their materials. Now there are smart
boards in schools.
In the time of my grandparents there
The students have tablets and smart
was no freedom.
mobile phones! We have ‘’E-school’’ sysEducation was not like it is today, it was
tem on which students can get inforhard and difficult to get.
mation about their grades, etc.
Now everything is different. Democracy
Turkey

Proverbs And Good Sayings About Education
Education costs a lot, but ignorance or
lack education costs more.

"A sore finger and a headache are standard excuses for not going to school"

An illiterate person doesn’t see even if
he/she has eyes.

["Uczen bez dwojki jest jak zołnierz bez
karabinu"]
A student without a bad mark is like a
[Η κάτευθυνςη άπο την οποιά ξεκινάει η
soldier without a gun
εκπάιδευςη ενοσ άνθρωπου θά
it means that it's hard to meet a soldier
προςδιοριςει το μελλον του. (Πλάτων)]
without a gun, as well as a student withThe direction where someone’s educaout a bad mark.
tion starts from will define his future.
"Practice makes perfect"
(Plato)

"In school, you're taught a lesson and
then given a test. In life, you're given a
test that teaches you a lesson. (Torn
Bodett)
[A educaçao e a ferramenta mais poderosa que podemos usar para mudar o
mundo."]

Education is the most powerful weapon
POLAND
GREECE
we can use to change the world (Nelson
Education is the only way you can beat Mandela)
the unjust world.
Give a man a fish and you feed him for a
Knowledge is the pillar of life
Just take the ropes in your hands and
day; teach a man to fish and you feed
[Una buona testa vale piu di cento brac- rule your own life with education behim for a lifetime." (Kiyosaki)
cia.]
cause if you don't, no one will do it for
PORTUGAL
A good head is worth more than a hun- you.
dred arms.
[Kalem kılıçtan ustundur]
Those who leave their children without
education, deserve little honor.
ITALY

A pencil is sharper than a sword.
TURKEY

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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SONG AND SPOTS
Two of the most entertaining activities were when students were assigned to write a song related to drop out and
also to make a spot on the same topic. The enthusiasm and the friendly atmosphere helped them to produce quite
interesting material

Polish
Spot

Italian
Spot

⇐

⇒

Greek
&
Turkish
Spot

Portuguese
Spot

⇒

⇐
Song Lyrics

Why did you come to school today?
To make part of the world one day
I’ll keep on praying that the world will change
Cause in this mess it’s hard to stay
That’s why…
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Working together we can make some magic
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Leaving education could be tragic
It can be just me and you
Together we can change mentalities
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Working together we can make some magic
What do you think you will become?
Go to school don’t waste your time
Knowledge is a power that’s the way
Run to go to your school today

That’s why…
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Working together we can make some magic
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Leaving education could be tragic
It can be just me and you
Together we can change mentalities
Don’t be a fool
Stay in school
Working together we can make some magic
Dropping out is not so cool
You don’t have to look like a fool
How? It’s easy just follow a rule
Respect, love and stay in school
Everywhere I go, children always know
about this school because it’s true you have to learn it all.
Manage to be hard and then you only try
To fight and fight cuz it’s your right to bite and search for life
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Dropout Stories
The stories are based on surveys with people who dropped out.
Some names and identifying details have been changed to protect the privacy of individuals
* Stories used for improvisation at meeting in Portugal
cept from a few kind words, so he started to hate school
even from the elementary classes.
Now, he has lessons at a second chance school. If he had
known the difficulties he would face without education, he
would never have abandoned school

Polish story 1*
Maria is 13- year- old girl whose problems with school have
family background. She is half – orphan because her mother
died when she was 9.

Greek story 1*
This is one of the many stories of women who dropped
out school. Maria, was a young girl who was living in a remote mountainous village . Her family was poor and her parents’ educational status was quite low. The close-knit society
she lived in was full of prejudices and stereotypes regarding
the two sexes. Maria could attend the primary school since
there was one in her village, but after graduating she would
have to travel to a nearby village to be a high-school student.
When her mother realized that her daughter would be the
only girl among boys and that she had to take the bus every
day in order to attend her lessons, or to take part in some
after school activities, she refused to let her do so. Her father
agreed too, pointing out that since she was fourteen years
old, she was old enough to help the family in the fields in a
more active way. Besides, a girl’s future is marriage and family. There would be no point in getting more education. Of
course all these problems wouldn’t concern her if she were a
boy.
Today, she is a woman with her own family. She feels sorry
for the past and she decides to give herself a second chance.
Her parents, having realized that their decision which determined their daughter’s life was wrong and having regretted
doing this, encourage her to start school again. So, she manages to graduate from high school and she considers the certificate of high school to be real gold in her hands.

Greek story 2
Nikos wanted to abandon school because of some problems
with his family who did not supported him. Also he was a
victim of bullying.
He asked his teachers for help , but they didn’t do much, ex-

Her father took responsibility for her and her siblings. Her
father was addicted to alcohol and as a result he didn't have
work. Lack of money caused financial problems, he wasn’t
able to fulfill their basic needs: food, clothes and shelter. Her
situation worsened when her older brother was sent to prison because of drugs. Financial problems, dysfunctional family, lack of parents support pushed her to take an odd job in
order to supply the family with much-needed funds for basic
family needs. She had a poor school attitude and she was
frequently bored by school. She didn’t see the reason to attend to school. High absence in school caused bad marks and
she didn’t graduate school.
She had only one true friend who decided to help her overcome school problems. Her friend informed tutor, he increased integration with all students, teachers who decided
to enhance her educational skills ( extracurricular activities,
time – line to pass some tests, motivation through awards
and prizes).

Polish story 2
Anna was a student of our school when she was 14 years
old. She started our school with the same group of students
from Primary School since they were in the same class.
Anna comes from a family belonging to low socio – economic
class, where there were many children, her parents didn't
have a job, they didn’t have money for the basic family
needs. This situation worsened when Eva’s mother died.
Eva’s father could took care of the children. At the beginning
everything was normal, Eva attended primary school. As
time went by this situation worsened mainly because her
father had problems with alcohol.
It was difficult to communicate with him, all money they had
was spend on alcohol. They kept arguing all the time. Our
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school helped them as much as possible - we gave them support such as: clothes, food, school equipment. During this
time the situation didn't improve because Eva’s siblings
moved out of the house – her older sister had a relationship
with a much older man but her older brother was sent to
prison because of drugs.
Anna began to have problems at school, she had bad marks
but she managed to pass to next the level of education. She
started education in high School.
When she was in the first class she began to play truant. She
received supervision of the educational officer. After many
months her situation didn't change . Her brother and sister
left school early because they had no motivation to complete
in order to get a job and to not end up like her parents, who
were unskilled workers with little chance of ever becoming
successful in their lives. Eva used to live alone and she didn't
go to school by the time Polish Family Court’s had made a
decision that she had to be placed in the local Caring – Educational Place. She could attend our school. Eva could continue her education with the same group of students from
our school. At the beginning everything seemed to be normal, Eva’s class accepted her, some of the students helped
her with lessons, all teachers motivated her.
This situation turned out when Eva met her older sister. After this meeting her attitude towards school changed, because she knew that her older sister led a lonely life because
of her relationship with a rich old man. For a girl whose life
was full of financial problems, family violence, no shelter
and lack of money for the children’s basic needs , her sister’s
situation seemed to be better. That’s why Eva decided to
adopt her sister’s model. She stopped studying, she didn't
attend school, she stopped going the to Caring – Educational
Place. She started to have problems with alcohol and smoking. She was found by the police and she could came back to
the Caring – Educational Place. A group of teachers, guardians from the Caring – Educational Place and psychologists
tried to help her but she didn't want any help. Her behaviormany problems at school such as: low marks, low level of
knowledge, lack of motivation led her to failure. Her only
purpose in her life was to make money and live better
-“there was no place for school or education in my life”, she
said.
Everyone wanted to change her point of view, teachers tied
to give her a “second chance” – they organized special meetings to ease her difficulties in education, supported her to
increase the integration among students, to motivate her
through awards and prizes. She rejected help because her

style of living was more attractive for her. She was an adult
and she still was in the first class all the time. When she was
eighteen years old , she was independent, she was adult and
according to the polish law she could be eliminated from the
list of students.
She also left the Caring – Educational Place and started her
life on her own without plans for the future, without the
right profession.
When she was asked about the future, she said: “ It doesn’t
matter what I’ll do, where I’ll be, it is important to have
money just like my sister. She inspired me because she
proved that without proper education and knowledge we
can lead a good life”.
She claimed that all teachers at school fulfilled her expectations, all classmates helped her but her personal problems
pushed her to this decision.

Polish story 3
Alina is 20 years old. At present she is a student of Gymnasium for Adults. She dropped out of our school during the
third year. Speaking about the reasons for leaving school
made it clear that the main reason was that her parents
weren't interested in her needs and problems. She felt that
she wasn’t important to anyone. She never had the support
of her parents. Alina admitted that she had to do most of the
household duties: cleaning, cooking, shopping, taking care of
her younger siblings. She was the “mother” in the house. She
admits that she was often too tired to do her homework or
learn anything. She had great difficulty with science subjects.
Her parents were unable to bring up their children - dad
only worked from time to time, her mother did not work at
all and did not care about the house or about the children
either.
Alina also spoke negatively about the school she attended.
She wasn't accepted by her classmates, she didn't like
spending time with them. In her class there were a lot of
students who could afford fashionable clothes, phones or
tours. Alina could not afford such luxuries, it was hard to
find a common language with her friends and classmates.
She was always on the sidelines. She also said that the teachers at her school had the wrong approach to pupils who
have learning difficulties. She says that teachers require
more from the weak students than from those who do well
at school. She said that students with learning disabilities
did not receive appropriate support – they just repeated the
same class several times. She thinks that teachers deliberately sunk students without giving them a chance to improve bad results. Alina failed twice at the 3rd grade. She
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could not count on help from the class teacher, she did not
like talking to a school educator who in her opinion wasn't
interested in her future - and really did not take any action.
Alina began to get weaker and weaker results - with every
bad mark her unwillingness to learn grew. She didn't like
the school, which she attended. Her father lost his part-time
job and Alina felt obliged to take care of her home. At the age
of 17 she started working. She worked as a cleaner, she
cleaned private homes and distributed leaflets. At the age of
18 -in accordance to Polish law – she was removed from the
list of students of our school.
The family had no interest in her fate. Alina said that her
mother was even glad that her daughter began to make
money, instead of going to school.
The impulse that made Alina to come back to school and to
finish gymnasium was meeting an older woman. Alina was
cleaning the house of this woman. The granddaughter of an
elderly lady was working in the Municipal Social Welfare,
she often visited the family of Alina. As a result, Alina began
to attend meetings with a professional counsellor and psychologist. Alina still lives with her family and attends gymnasium for adults - classes are held in the afternoon so she
can continue to work in the morning. She has also registered
in the labour office, she hopes that she could get a job as a
shop assistant. She is going to continue her education in the
school of technical profile. She would like to be a cook or a
seller. Her main aim is financial independence

Portuguese story 1*
Adelina 16 years old and she doesn't like to get up early. She
is used to going to the coffee shop after dinner and staying
there until midnight because she has several problems with
her family that she wants to keep out of her mind.
When she is at school, other students criticize her for the
clothes she wears and her teachers don't understand why
she interacts with them using bad manners. She feels lonely
and, suddenly, she meets an older boy, also attending her
school.
After a few months, she is pregnant and her boyfriend
doesn't support her idea of having a baby. After giving birth,
she feels depressed and leaves school for good.

camp with really bad conditions.
The school she attended was problematic and she didn't fit
in, so when she was 14 years old, she dropped out of school.
She had no motivation to be in school and she started to
work.
She has 4 children, one boy and three girls, studying in universities, to whom she transmitted the importance of learning.
Working in a school, she is always trying to understand the
reasons that lead some students to drop out. She makes
them understand the importance of school and education,
encouraging them to never give up.
Her message: We should work and fight to achieve our goals.
It's never too late to make our dreams come true.

Portuguese story 3
Alex was invited to come to our school and tell us about his
personal and professional life. In the few minutes that this
interview lasted, he managed to teach us what he has
learned from years of life experience.
Alex left school too early because he thought that way he
could have more time to dedicate to “real” work. Also, he
found the subjects too theoretical, even though he was attending a professional course.
Some years later, he realized he needed the education and
the certificates that would allow him to work on his own. So,
he sacrificed his personal time and went to night school,
combining work and school. Nowadays, he is a certified electrician.
What he taught us...
Alex advised us to study and enjoy school the most we can,
while we can. He said that life is a jungle, it's tough for everyone, but tougher for those with no education. Without diplomas and certificates finding a job is almost impossible
nowadays, experience alone is worth almost nothing.

Italian story1*

When Cristina finished middle school, the civil war started
in Mozambique. The regime was oppressive, so her parents
decided to come to Portugal, in search of peace and stability.

Hi, my name is Anthony. My mother is a housewife and my
father is a bricklayer. I live in Scampia, one of the most disreputable places in Naples, maybe the worst. For a boy like me to
go to school and be educated is a bit difficult, but my parents
care about that. So I went to school untill the age of 16; I was
at school when I had a terrible piece of news: my father had
been involved in a gunfight and he had died and as if this wasn't enough a few days before my mother had lost her job.

When she arrived in Portugal, the family stayed in a refugee

Without my father and with my mother unemployed, we were

Portuguese story 2
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in terrible need for money, so after my father's funeral, I decided to leave school and to start to work. Then I went to the
building site where my father used to work and the site manager agreed instantly to give me a job.
Now I'm 19, my life has improved, my mother has started to
work and I have decided to go back to school.

Italian story2
My family is made up of 4 persons: my mother, my father, and
my brother. My father is a workman, my mother is a housewife. My brother goes to school and I have a job.
At school I had low grades but I never repeated . During the
second year of secondary school I decided to leave the school
because I thought I was unable to study.
So I decided that it would be better for me to find a job
At school I got on well with my teachers except for a few of
them
I left school when I was 16 years old because I thought education was not so important for my life.
Now I work as a barber and I have learned many things :
school leaving certificate is important in order to get a good
job.
I will attend a private school to get a specific certification for
my job.
I hope that the future will bring great things: to keep doing
this job, to learn a lot of new things and probably to go back
to school.

Italian story 3
I left the school when I was 16: I repeated the first year of high
school and that was for me and my family a big disappointment.
I thought I was not able to study and for that reason after a
few months of the second year of attendance, I decided to
leave the school.
Now I work as hairdresser and I like this job!
The only negative thing is the schedule: from 8.30 am to 7 pm.
For that reason I don’t have time for myself
At school I had the afternoon to meet friends and for myself.
I don’t think I will go back to school because working as a
hairdresser is more rewarding for me and I think I will succeed and I will prove to my family that I am good at doing
something.

Turkish story 1 *

One day Ahmet was at school, in Maths lesson, his teacher
asked him a hard problem. Ahmet couldn’t solve the problem and his teacher made fun of him. After that Ahmet started to hate his teacher and also Maths lesson. That night he
thought about that problem. He told to himself that he
would never need it in his life, what he learned in school was
useless and he thought he could learn better by himself
through reading books. He decided not to go to school anymore. In the next morning, he told to his mother about his
decision. His mother and father tried to make him go to
school but Ahmet didn’t.

Turkish story 2
Faruk was living in a village. He was going to school every
day. He was smart and hard-working. He was imaging to be
a doctor every night. When he finished the primary school
he couldn't go to high school because of money problems.
And he started to work as a farmer. He lived a poor life. He
got married. He has got two son and a daughter. He knew
the importance of education. So he spent all of his money to
children's education. He was always hungry but his children
were going to school. Perhaps he couldn't go but his children
were going. This was making him happy. After these poor
years his children graduated and they became doctors Faruk
made the best investment. Perhaps he couldn't do what he
wanted. But his children did what they wanted. It was
enough for him.

Turkish story 3
I loved my mids school years. It was like all the lessons had put
in total curriculum to make me feel alive and happy. Seeing
my family's widening smiles due to my grade notes, made me
feel proud. It had been usual for me to bring my letter of appreciation. Regardless of which specialty I could chase, being
an engineer was my biggest dream. I was thinking that I was
born to be an engineer. At the day, I graduated from mid
school, there was my ration card and my graduation certificate in my hand, I. had taken the last photo of my happiness.
When I came home, I hugged my mom and dad. My sister and
brother were high school students, they would arrive one our
later. My father came early so I decided to have the same conversation that we had every year. I started with the same request: "Dad I want to go to an anatolian high school.". My father had always left that question unanswered, but he finally
answered it unexpectedly. "I can't afford your education son, I
can't send you to the college.". My whole world collapsed but I
stayed silent. I sad, "It's OK, Dad." calmly. I went to my room
and closed the door slowly. I couldn't even cry because of my
disappointment. When my sister came home, she hugged my
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mother and father with her certificate of participation in her
hand. She understood that something was wrong with me after she saw my face. She called me to go to her room and
asked me: "What's wrong with you Ismet? Tell me". I answered:" He told me that, 'He couldn't afford my education, he
couldn't send me to the college.'"
On a normal day of my summer semester, me and my father
were going back home from the field, I asked one more time
but not the same question. "Dad, send me to a general high
school." But his answer was the same. "I told you son, I can't
afford." Then, he added. "But I can send you to a technical
high school." I bobbed before he saw me. I knew that would
never gonna work. My father sent me to a technical high
school in September. From the beginning to the end of the
school I hated all of the lessons and I hadn't paid any attention, I had no hope for my future. My exam results declined
like a bird with a broken wing. As long as my exam results
continued to decline, my number of friends was increasing.
Irfan, Mert, Selim, Onur and I began to play truant, to go to
coffeehouses. We were going to the coffeehouses to drink tea
and smoke. Every time I came home I was hearing father's
angry complaining. I wasn't responding like he did to me for
years. Until the last day of the first grade of the high school. I
changed from the clever, happy, hardworking Ismet to idle,
lazy, unhappy, smoker, coffeehouse addict and aimless Ismet.
But this was not what I wanted. What I wanted was impossible because of my father. I didn't want to live a life that I curse
everyday I start. The life that I want is beyond from being real
so I never minded both of them and decided to choose a new
path. Before my first grade ended I asked my father to take me
from the school permanently. His respond was a slap to my
face. Until the first grade ended, I kept silent and stayed sullen.
On the last day of school I saw my father walking through to
the assistant principle's room.
When I came home I changed my clothes and began to look
out of the window to see my dad's coming. When my father
came he walked through the living room and by doing this he
didn't even look at my face. So I walked into the living room
with cowardly steps. He exactly said that "Congrats son! You
couldn't pass your class because of your absenteeism. So I
made the assistant principal delete your registration. 'Finally'
I thought. My dad finally did something I want. With the start
of the summer holiday I began to seek for a job. Some places
that I applied didn't hire me because they thought that I'm too
young. Other found me inexperienced and unqualified. One
day I met my high school friend Onur at a market place. He
knew that I'm looking for a job. So he offered me a job that
changed my life. "My brother and his canteen workers gonna

change their position with another canteen group but some of
the workers don't want to go so he is looking for new workers.
If you want it, I can arrange a meeting with my brother for
you?".
This was the best thing in these times, so I answered with joy.
"Arrange a meeting if it's in fate it will happen.",
We came to the University to meet Onur's brother. Onur's
brother Fatih explained the job to me. The "Sudden change of
place gave me a lot of trouble but the most important one is
the need of workers. If you accept, we will depart from here in
3 days. I wanted a new life and I was thinking that the job is a
milestone so I accepted but I made it uncertain by saying. "But
first, let me tell this to my family". He accepted and gave me
two days for it saying: "OK but let me know if it is certain, you
have two days." When I came home words were ready in my
head. I called all my family to the living room and I made my
speech and explained my decision. My father sad no word, my
mother and sister began to cry and my brother tried to convince me not to go but I had already made up my mind so I
called Fatih to say that I would go with him. Three days later
me, Fatih, Salih and the others got onto the bus. After ten
hours long traveling we arrived at Ankara's bus terminal ASTI. Then we went to the house we were gonna stay, we went to
the school that we would work. When we arrived I looked
around to see where we are. When I saw the signboard, I felt a
pain in my heart. We were in the University, Faculty of Engineering. The University was one of my dreams. Then, Fatih,
other workers and I got inside.
The day schools open I began to imagine while putting tea for
our customers. I imagine how it feels to be in classes, sitting on
these old desks. I might have a chance to be a student if something had happened differently. But it was too late, too late for
everything.
I was in one of my dream university's faculty of engineering as
a tea seller...
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Activities In Each Partner School - Poland
- We prepared a power point presenta- to. These photos were sent to Poland to
tion about the Polish National Educa- be used in a photo exhibition before
tional System and the existing database the meeting.
on dropout of school in Poland.
- Students wrote a short text reflecting
- The students prepared a presentation on the evolution of education (30-40
about our school and a presentation words). The best was sent to Poland to
be integrated in the exhibition together
about Dąbrowa Gornicza
with other partners’ texts.
- Teachers prepared two innovative
games and activities for team formation, acquaintance and breaking ice
between the team members, to boost
confidence, promote teamwork, etc.
and sent to Turkey. The booklet with
games was put to the project web.
- Our students interviewed their
- The students wrote slogans and creat- friends/relative who have dropped out
ed a logo for the project.
and wrote their stories.

Training Centre “Profesja”. Participants
of the meeting: headmasters, deputy
headmasters, educators, school psychologists, school counsellors and
teachers from lower secondary schools
and secondary schools from Dabrowa
Gornicza (approx. 40 people). Headmistress of School No. 4 introduced the
audience to the subject issues of the
phenomenon of drop-out, stressing the
importance of the problem against the
background of socio - economic situation in Europe. Project coordinator
gave a presentation on the issue of the
“Edu-Living & Edu-leaving".
The scale of the phenomenon in Europe and the partner countries, and the
definition of the phenomenon ELET
and drop-out were discussed. A psychologist gave a lecture on the reasons
for drop-out, drew attention to the role
and tasks of the school and the factors
conductive to learning. She also presented the reasons for drop-out from
the perspective of teachers, parents
and students, and presented 4 tracks of
leaving school.

- The Portuguese partner prepared the - The teachers interviewed people they
design of the project t-shirts with the know around them who have dropped
slogan and logo of the project. Each out
partner made the t-shirts to wear them - Good sayings and proverbs about eduduring visits and current school activi- cation were written by the students.
ties in order to advertise the project - Students prepared a questionnaire
goals and disseminate the project.
about "How can we change school in
- We have held a debate on the pattern order to reduce early school leaving".
of the Oxford debate entitled - School educator conducted a survey in
Article about the conference appeared
"Evaluation and development of practi- which students established the usefulon the website https://www.dabrowacal ways to reduce the number of stu- ness of job counselling classes especialgornicza.pl/ and in local paper.
dents dropping out of school too early ly connected with choosing a second- Job counselling classes - Meetings with
in other words what can be done with ary school.
Secondary school representatives (all
the students in order not to drop out of
- Banner with logo of the Erasmus+ pro- types of schools: secondary school,
school?" In our debate took part: the
ject was ordered. A mock-up map was technical college, vocational school) students evolved in the project, the
ordered. It was placed in our school
give our students the chance to become
representatives of student govern- We introduced student's support – as a familiar with educational offer of parment, school educator and teachers.
part of extracurricular activities some ticular schools.
- New approaches, experiences and
good students conducted classes for - Cooperating with local institutions
practical possibilities to reduce the
students with learning difficulties.
which enable our students to be aware
number of early school leaving were
- The conference "When young people of future demands. Our partners are:
investigated.
do not go to school ... Analysis of the Regional Agency of Employment Pro- Power point presentations (photos and
causes and means of counteractions” motion- organizes classes for students
text) about the evolution of school life
took place in the City Hall of Dąbrowa which give them the chance to know
in the students’ hometown or their
Gornicza 17.12.2015. The organizers of their job predisposition and social abilparents’ hometown for a better underthe conference were: Head of the De- ities.
standing of today’s school were prepartment of Education of the City Hall - Psychological Counselling Centre- orpared. The best six photos were printof Dabrowa Gornicza , Complex of ganizes classes for students having
ed on format A4 and a short comment
Schools No. 4 Queen Jadwiga and problems with defining their further
on this topic was written on each pho-
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Activities In Each Partner School - Poland
school career and helps them to choose
appropriate secondary school.
- Monitoring the students at risk of
drop-out
It means that we check the family and
economic situation of our students. At
the beginning of the school year, our
school educators fulfill the "Diagnostic
cards" on students at risk of falling out
of the education system - gather information, which students in the class
come from broken families, are orphans, or if in the family there is an
alcoholic problem, whether there is a
difficult financial situation.
School educator collects data - on their
basis is students are given material
support (books, free lunches, food parcels) and psychological (classes with a
school teacher, learning support)
- Students - Teachers – common actions

tunity to improve various competen- on the activities of the school's capacity
cies: responsibility for their own pro- to absorb the phenomenon of drop-out.
gress, problem solving in a creative Distribution of promotional materials way, to be able to use theory in prac- folders and bags with the project logo.
tice, the development process and cre- - We introduced "Dancing break" and
ativity. The project is implemented by "Singing break” between lessons. Durthe pupils accompanied by a teacher ing the break some students danced
during the school year – from October Zumba, they were prepared by PE
to May .
teacher. During the singing break stuThe final part of the project is a public dents sang songs displayed on the big
presentation in the school forum. The screen (like karaoke).
form of presentation is determined by - E – register. In the school year 2014/
themes.
2015 e - register was introduced that
worked with paper school register. Eregister is an effective way to monitor
our students, teachers have better and
quicker contact with parents (through
email correspondence). Parents can
check information regularly about absence of the students in school, marks
which he/ she received on a given day,
and the positive and negative aspects
of behavior with comments from other
teachers.

- As part of the job counselling - cooperWe show the students that the school
ation with the local community, we
is not only a chore, but a nice way to
organised visits to different workplacspend time – we engage students in the
es:
- Our students and teachers made trips
organization of school events, shows,
charity events, we organize thematic - students of the last class had trips to to some museums, schools, educational
tours, trips to the cinema, theater, dif- the airport, they got to know how the centre, etc.
airport terminal service works
ferent competitions
- they visited a car dealership, they got
to know how does the car workshop
work

2. Cooperation within the framework
of the project with secondary schools
in our city - economic, technical - students attended classes at the Zespoł
Szkoł Technicznych w Dąbrowie Gor- Students work with "educational pro- niczej, they got to know the schools`
offer and education process in chosen - We presented the project works of stuject" method
dents as well as the photos of the
It is a strategy, which allows to self - profession
transnational meetings on the Erasmus
search of different sources of - Open Day of School Complex No. 4 Corner.
knowledge and build on this basis the Erasmus + stand, meeting with parents
knowledge which is necessary to solve and future students of our school, - We prepared a questionnaire for the
students in order to know their feelpresentation of the project activities.
a specific problem.
ings and thoughts about education and
Students have to work in groups in - Family Picnic (2015, 2016) - promoour school.
order to find a solution to a specific tion of the project; Erasmus + stand,
problem using a variety of different educational games for parents, stu- - We made a survey with people who
ways. Students connect fun with learn- dents, community and invited guests. dropped out from school and evaluating, in this way they have the oppor- The participants received information ed.
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Activities In Each Partner School - Turkey
words). The best was sent to Poland to
be integrated in the exhibition together
with other partners’ texts.
- Our school, Cigli Fen Lisesi, prepared a
booklet with a collection of two innovative games and activities for team
formation, acquaintance and breaking
- We prepared a power point presenta- ice between the team members, to
tion about the Turkish National Educa- boost confidence, promote teamwork,
tional System and the existing database etc. from each partner school. The
on dropout of school in Turkey.
booklet was put to the project web.
- The students prepared a presentation - Our students interviewed their
about our school and a presentation friends/relative who have dropped out
about Cigli-Izmir district.
and wrote their stories.
- The students wrote slogans and creat- - The teachers interviewed people they
ed logo for the project.
know around them who have dropped
- The Portuguese partner prepared the out

- We made a questionnaire on twenty
students about students coaching. And
we asked ten teachers about their observations on students.

design of the project t-shirts with the - Good sayings and proverbs about edu- We made a survey with people who
slogan and logo of the project. Each cation were written by the students.
dropped from school and evaluated.
partner made the t-shirts to wear them - Students prepared a questionnaire
during visits and current school activi- about "How can we change school in - We took part in Science Fair which was
ties in order to advertise the project order to reduce early school leaving". organized in our school with our project posters. The Fair was visited by the
goals and disseminate the project.
And they filled in the questionnaire
educational authorities and teachers in
- Our school, Cigli Fen Lisesi, organized a prepared by the Greek School about
our district.
seminar for the teachers in Cigli in the same subject.
March 2015, by a university lecturer - Our students and teachers went on
from Psychological Counsel and Guid- trips to some universities in Izmir, Isance Department of Faculty of Educa- tanbul, Ankara and Eskişehir.
tion of 9th September University about - We presented the project works of stuidentifying students at risk of dropping dents as well as the photos of the
out and measures for its prevention.
transnational meetings on the Erasmus
- New approaches, experiences and Corner. Students and the Art teacher
practical possibilities to reduce the made a map showing the project partnumber of early school leaving were ner countries.
investigated.
- We prepared a questionnaire for the
- Power point presentations (photos and students in order to know their feeltext) about the evolution of school life ings and thoughts about education and
- We presented our project to the local
in the students’ hometown or their our school.
community and educational authorities
parents’ hometown for a better under- - We started Students Coaching in our
in our city center.
standing of today’s school were pre- school.
pared. The best six photos were printed on format A4 and a short comment
on this topic was written on each photo. These photos were sent to Poland to
be used in a photo exhibition before
the meeting.
- Students wrote a short text reflecting
on the evolution of education (30-40
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Activities In Each Partner School - Italy
- The students created the logo and priority.
wrote the slogan of the project to in the - To prevent drop out we introduced
logo and slogan contest held during the “Peer tutoring”in our didactic activity.
first meeting in Turkey
This method intends to improve
students’ classroom behaviour and
change their attitude toward the
school. Moreover the students can
receive more time for individualized
learning, feel more comfortable and
open when interacting with a peer.

out for the project and their results

- For the students with learning - A power point presentation about “The
- We prepared a power point difficulties were organised extra math evolution of school life in the students’
hometown or their parents’ hometown
presentation
about
the
Italian and italian classes.
educational system and the existing - We
implemented
new
didactic for a better understanding of today’s
database on dropout in Italy
strategies
(laboratory
activities, school “ was prepared. We selected six
- The students prepared a presentation cooperative learning) in order to photos about the school in Italy in the
about our school and about our city: improve students’ motivation and past and in the present and sent it to
Poland for the photo exibition held
Naples
reduce early school leaving
during the Transnational meeting.
- We had T-shirts made with the logo - We arranged new extracurricular
- The students interviewed their parents
and the slogan of the project designed activities
and relatives and made research on the
by the Portuguese team. The teachers
internet, then wrote some short texts
and the students wore them during the
on the evolution of the education in
transnational meetings and in many
Italy. The best one was sent to Poland.
school activities to promote the project
These researchs were very useful to
- We organised a survey in our school to
understand the students’ point of view
identify the main reasons why the
about the school.
students drop-out from the school in
- Students gave their opinion about the
order to know how to prevent this
ideal school filling in a questionnaire
problem. We gave the tutor teachers of
- Teachers and students selected from
the first and the second year classes of
the internet two icebreaking games for
our school, a questionnaire in which
the booklet prepared by Turkish team.
the main drop out reasons were
indicated according to a study made by
- The students interviewed their friends
EURISPES (italian study organisation)
which have dropped out the school to
on this topic. The tutor teachers
understand the reasons and to know if
indicated for each student at risk of
they regret leaving the school. They
dropping out, the reasons (2 or more)
wrote their stories.
and how much (limited, sufficient,
- The students selected the best Good
high) they influence. The students
sayings and proverbs about the
participating in the project collected (theatre, Cinema days, visit to education
and plotted the data on four graphs.
museums) in order to create a better - During the transnational meeting in
- The project staff organised a meeting school atmosphere and develop in the Naples to promote the project, the
to discuss with the other teachers of students a sense of belonging which students coming from the partner
the school the results of the survey. contributes to prevent early school school were interviewed by a
Following the results of our research, leaving
journalist and the article about their
the group of teachers involved in the - The Erasmus corner in the hall of the experiences was published on a local
improvement plan of our school put school informed the whole school newspaper.
the drop out prevention as a major community about the activities carried - At the beginning of the school year we
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Activities In Each Partner School - Italy, Portugal
gave all the students attending the first
class a questionnaire to investigate
their
family
conditions
and/or
personal problems. The psychological
counselling group of the school (CIC)
helped the students with problems.

Portugal

tem and the existing database on
school dropout in Portugal, in our region and in our school
- Powerpoint presentation about our
school and Almada

- Competition to select a slogan and a
- During the Open Day of our school we
logo for the project
prepared a stand about our project and
- Participation in the first transnational
the students and the teachers
meeting in Turkey
participating in the project, illustrated
- Design of the project t-shirt with the
the related activities to the families and
slogan and logo of the project prothe future studentsDuring the month of
- Dissemination of the project on the posed by Portugal and selected by the
January a group of teachers regularly
partners. Each partner made the tschool webpage (www.esfmp.pt)
goes to lower secondary schools of our
shirts to wear them during visits and
district to describe our school teaching - Creation and updating of the blog
current school activities in order to
programs and to improve the selection (edulivingeduleaving. blogspot.pt) to
advertise the project goals and dissemof our school by younger students and disseminate the project goals and acinate the project
tivities
families.
- We organised a seminar for teachers - Regular meetings with the project
and students about bullying. A team to plan and monitor the activities
psychologist and a social worker carried out.
illustrated how to manage bullying at - Organization of the Erasmus Corner
school that, according to the survey is - Students’ research on the partner
one of the reasons for dropping out the countries, cities and schools
school
- Students’ discussion on the meaning of
- Surveys (for students and teachers) on
participating in an international proreasons leading to dropout
ject – poster with conclusions
- Creation of graphics with the obtained
- Exhibition of the works on the Erasresults
mus+ Corner
- Session at school for all the project
- Meeting at school (project participants
participants with representatives of
- teachers and students – and school
institutions involved in researching
headmistress )
and dealing with school dropout
 Topic: school dropout rates, most
- Follow-up discussions with students in
common reasons
the classroom
 Challenge: find innovative solutions - Powerpoint presentations (photos and
- For job counselling, our students
to prevent school dropout
text) about the evolution of school life
participated in Universities’ of Naples
presentations,
“Orientasud”
(a - Students’ debates in the classroom on in the students’ hometown or their
parents’ hometown for a better underconvention for education and job the reasons for school dropout
Research
on
early
school
leaving
in
our
standing of today’s school. The best six
orientation), Military Aeronautics
school,
in
our
region,
in
Portugal
and
in
photos were printed on format A4 and
Academy presentation, “Interpreters
Europe - statistics to be presented in a short comment on this topic was
and translator school” presentations.
written on each photo. These photos
- We send an abstract about our project Turkey
were sent to Poland, before the transto the National School Convention ”that - Training session on Statistical Literacy
will be held in Naples October 2016 - Training session on Rules for the pro- national meeting in this country, to be
used in a photo exhibition
(we will illustrate the outcome of our fessional use of Facebook
project and our reflections)

- Powerpoint presentation about the - Competition for the selection of short
Portuguese National Educational Sys- texts on the evolution of education (30-
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Activities In Each Partner School - Portugal
40 words). The best was sent to Poland
to be integrated in a common exhibition together with other partners’ texts
- Selection of two innovative games and
activities for team formation, acquaintance and breaking ice between the
team members, to boost confidence,
promote teamwork, etc. They were
sent to Turkey and the booklet with all
the games collected was put to the project web
- Participation in the second transnational meeting in Poland
- Work meeting with a representative of
the Ministry of Education
 Topic: School dropout

 the effects of the project were presented through activities that were
tested at Fernao Mendes Pinto
School to reduce dropout;

 first contacts with teachers and students of the target classes

 students presented and discussed
proverbs about education;

 beginning of a reflective journal and
collection of written impressions and
comments concerning the work done
in one of the target classes

 students discussed ways to change
school in order to reduce early
school leaving;

 regular contacts and meetings with
students and teachers involved in
this strategy

 students discussed and filled in the - Organization of the event “EDU Day”
Guidelines (Getting to know our Aims:
schools);
 calling attention to the project and
 students presented life stories from
new activities (dance workshops,
interviews made at school with sturadio, school newspaper, sports);
dents/adults who had dropped out
 showing that students can change

- Organization of a training session on
the school atmosphere and get more
the topic : Tools to evaluate students’
motivated by carrying out new prowell-being at school, by Wim Simoens,
jects and activities;
member of the Eekhout Academy in  developing the cooperative work
- Interim report
- Raising awareness activity: decoration Belgium - a well-known training center
between older and junior students
of the school with posters with quotes, for education specialists
- Organization of the fourth transnationproverbs and good sayings about edu- - Strengthening bonds with project part- al meeting in Portugal:
ners: students designed, selected and
cation
 planning the meeting programme
- Reception of the new students (school sent Christmas cards to all the partner
 deciding on icebreaking activity
schools
year 2016/2017)
 organizing visits to school, to Al dissemination of the Project (goals - 2nd training session (via skype), on the
mada and to Lisbon
topic : Tools to evaluate the educationand activities carried out)
 organizing the 3rd training sesal process, by Wim Simoens
 information about the planned activision with Wim Simoens Prevent- Workshops on the creation of school
ties for 2016/2017
ing Early School Leave by Improvnewspapers
- Creation of the document - Getting to
ing the Motivation of Students
know our schools - Guidelines for stu- - Launching Peer Counsellors’ action:
 preparing presentations providing
dents’ group work, to be used during
(further) information on Almada
the transnational meeting in Italy
the Educational System in Portu- Participation in the European Day of
gal
Languages – students shared their indropout in Fernao Mendes Pinto
tercultural experiences and knowledge
School
acquired during the international
projects in Fernao Mendes Pinto
meetings
School
- Edu-Living & Edu-Leaving dissemina
training
sessions
for
Peer
Counsel Common activities during the meettion event to provide information on
lors
conducted
by
the
school
psying in Almada:
different activities offered by project
chologist
participants in order to motivate stu Sharing Experiences – a work ses selecting target classes and students
dents to come to and stay at school
sion on the project implementa
scheduling
activity
milestones
- Participation in the third transnational
tion in the partner schools
meeting in Italy
 conception of special kits for differ presentation by Fundaçao Benfica:
 Discussing strategies to prevent early school leaving

- In Italy:

ent moments of the experimental
work

A successful sports project to prevent early school leaving
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Activities In Each Partner School - Portugal– Greece
 work meeting with FMP School der to improve their motivation, at- 2016/2017)
Vice-Headmistress and represent- tendance and school results (peer - Planning the dissemination of the
atives of different institutions counsellors’ action)
strategies and activities tested along
(Ministry of Education, Municipal- - Organization of events (sports/dance) the project implementation, together
ity, other schools) on School Drop- to strengthen the sense of belonging to with the obtained results, in other
out
school and increase students’ motiva- schools (the project coordinator has
tion
been invited by the advisor for the Por- Participation in the fifth transnational tuguese School Library Network to
meet teachers at local and regional
meeting in Greece
- EDU week - event for the dissemina- level and talk about the Peer Counseltion of the activities of the project with: lors experimental work and its benefits, in the context of a programme pro dance
moted by the Ministry of Education
 radio
aiming at improving school success).
 teachers’ activities:
 exhibition
draft of final products and prep new edition of “Somos Fernao”, the
aration of the meeting in Greece
- We prepared a power point presentaschool magazine

Greece

- Contributions to the project final products
- Conclusion of the “Reflective Journal”
showing the evolution of the peer
counsellors’ action in one of the target
groups.

meeting with representatives of
- Surveys and work meetings for the
the Municipality (presentation of
evaluation of the project. Target
the project’s aims and activities,
groups:
and discussion on the dropout
tion about the Greek National Educa target students
situation in the partner schools)
tional System and the existing database
 students belonging to the project
 students’ activities:
on dropout in Greece.
team
dramatization of stories on
- The students prepared a presentation
 school teachers involved in the proschool dropout (previously writabout our school and a presentation
ject activities
ten and sent to FMP school)
about the town and the district of Xan teachers’ project team
thi.
different presentations concern- Creation and dissemination of graphics - The students wrote slogans and creating:
with the project evaluation results
ed the logo for the project.
tasks on the visit to Almada
- Distribution of certificates of partici- - The Portuguese partner prepared the
project song (written and interpation to the students who got deeply design of the project t-shirts with the
preted by students)
involved in the project activities
slogan and the logo of the project. Each
general impressions on the
- Participation in an exhibition on the partner made the t-shirts to wear them
meeting
topic: “Fernao Mendes Pinto is a school during visits and the current school
 Farewell activities:
with projects”
activities in order to advertise the prolunch prepared by Portuguese - Planning how to keep using and im- ject goals and disseminate the project.
host families
proving strategies and activities tested - Our school, 2nd General Lyceum of
Portuguese traditional dances
along the project implementation to Xanthi organized a seminar for the
prevent student dropout (the school teachers in Xanthi in March 2015. A
farewell dinner
has decided to adopt the project expe- university lecturer from the Psycholog- Video spot on dropout
- Monitoring younger target students, rience with peer counsellors in all the ical Counselling and Guidance Departuntil the end of the school year, in or- 7th and 10th form classes in ment of the Faculty of the Education
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Activities in Each Partner School – Greece
talked about bullying .

words). The best was sent to Poland to
be integrated in the exhibition together
with other partners’ texts.

prepared a questionnaire about "How
can we change school in order to reduce early school leaving and they
filled it.

- Our school, prepared a collection of
two innovative games and activities for - Our students and teachers visited an
team formation, acquaintance and exhibition about universities studies
breaking ice between the team members, to boost confidence, promote
teamwork, etc. from each partner
- New approaches, experiences and school. The games were sent to Turkpractical possibilities to reduce the ish partner who prepared a booklet
number of early school leaving were which was put to the project web.
sought.
- The teachers visited the 2nd Chance
- Students prepared Power point
presentations (photos and text) about
the evolution of school life in the students

School and interviewed students who
dropped out
- We presented the project works of students as well as the photos of the
transnational meetings on the Erasmus
Corner.

‘hometown
or
their
parents’
hometown for a better understanding
of today’s school. The best six photos
- We conducted a survey with people
were printed on format A4 and were
who dropped out and talked about
accompanied with a short comment on
their experience.
this topic. These photos were sent to
- We presented our project at a meeting
Poland to be used in a photo exhibition
in Kavala as “good practice” approach
before the meeting.
- Good sayings and proverbs about edu- - We presented our project to the local
- Students wrote a short text reflecting cation were written by the students.
community and educational authorities
on the evolution of education (30-40 - Students of our school wrote a text and in our city center.

In order to disseminate the results / conclusions of the project we realized the following:
- There were Erasmus + boards in all partners schools which were continually
filled with new material
- After every meeting all the information shared was uploaded on an e-paper
- There was an interview about project which we broadcast to the local TV
channel
- Our school presented the development of the project as a 'good practice' approach in a conference related to the Erasmus+ in Kavala
- There was a meeting at Z-Palace hotel: The topic was: The new Lyceum and
the access to university studies - The reality in modern high- school education
- There was an Erasmus+ night held in the school library, Students who participated in the project as well as their parent were informed about the evaluation of the project
- The school stuff also were informed
- The dissemination of the project conclusions/suggestions was achieved
through an ESPY conference organized by the region of Eastern MacedoniaTrace and primary Education Faculty of Democritus University
- The School published the project results to the e-twining platform.

SECTION V

RESEARCH

Practice makes perfect
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SECTION V – Research
TURKEY

OUR RESEARCH ABOUT DROP-OUT
IN TURKEY
We first started to search for the resources about drop-out in Turkey. We
found out the following
- National Education Statistics, Formal Education 2013/’14, Ministry of
National Education Strategy Development Presidency
- All Children in School by 2015, Turkey Country Report, UNICEF, March
2012
- Preventions on Schooling of Girls
and Suggestions for Resolution, The
Field Research Report, Asst. Prof.
Cennet
Engin-Demir,
Rahime
Çobanoglu, 2012
In these resources the drop-out statistics and the reasons of drop-out in Turkey were explained very clearly. How
to stop drop-outs in Turkey was also
stated in these resources. And the policies to overcome the drop-out from
education were investigated.
We made a survey on 14 dropped-out
people (8 women and 6 men) at different ages from 14 years old to 40 years
old and above. The result of the survey
was as follows:
1. We focused on the dropouts after
primary school and secondary
school. Most of these people were
unsuccessful students at school.
School failure is the main reason for
these people to dropout.
2. Ill-success damages the selfconfidence and positive ego and
causes to lose family support. This
makes difficulties to continue education. In our education system, a student can fail only one time due to illsuccess or chronic absence in his/
her school life. On the second time,
he-she has to continue education in
open education system.

3. Most of these people (40 years old
and above) said that they wanted to
continue their education in open
secondary school or open high
school. More than fifty percent of
these people said that no one tried
to stop them from dropping our
school.
4. They would have never dropped out
school if they had been successful in
lessons and if they had the opportunity, they would continue school.
5. Most of these people said that they
attended vocational and other
courses to improve themselves in
mass education.
We made a survey on 100 students (51
girls, 49 boys) in our school about their
thoughts related to education. The results were as follows:
1. Families: The parents highly support their children to continue education. This provides cooperation
between school and families.
2. The perception of students about
education: The students believe
that education is necessary for a
better life. They are willing to develop themselves and gain new
knowledge. However, they think
that the education they have at
school does not correspond to anything in life. Some of the students
think that they waste their time in
school. Some of the students said
that they could leave formal education and continue open education in
order to study more for the university examination. The difficulty of
the university exam makes the students stressful and feel themselves
unprepared. This leads students not
to continue to school in order to get
prepared for the university examination. The schools become unattractive places for some of the students who are unable to finish their
home work in time. It may be useful
to increase the social, cultural and

sportive activities in schools to
make them more attractive for students. In addition to them, using
various teaching methods and techniques by taking into consideration
the individual differences will make
lessons more interesting.
3. Relations: The relations of teachers
and students are significantly positive but this is not reflected to the
relations between students. In order to improve the relations between students we must increase
the social activities as well as projects where students can work altogether and create the spirit of "WE".
4. When we look to the behaviours of
students, we do not face so many
problems. However, we have some
risky students when we take into
consideration the puberty. The
counsellors look on these students
and contact their parents when
they deem it necessary.
5. What do students think about themselves? Most of the students believe
that they will become successful in
the future and have a good job.
They want to improve themselves.
But sometimes they fall into despair
and feel they are unsuccessful and
worthless. They think they cannot
give any direction to their life.
When they feel so, the school counselling service and student coaches
must help the students.
SURVEY RESULTS ON SCHOOL
1. Families
The parents highly support their children to continue education. This provides cooperation between school and
families.
2. The perception of students about
education
The students believe that education is
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necessary for a better life. They are
willing to develop themselves and gain
new knowledge. However, they think
that the education they have at school
does not correspond to anything in life.
Some of the students think that they
waste their time in school.
Some of the students said that they
could leave formal education and continue open education in order to study
more for the university examination.
The difficulty of the university exam
makes the students stressful and feel
themselves unprepared. This leads
students not to continue to school in
order to get prepared for the university examination.

5. What do students think about
themselves?
Most of the students believe that they
will become successful in the future
and have a good job. They want to improve themselves. But sometimes they
fall into despair and feel they are unsuccessful and worthless. They think
they cannot give any direction to their
life. When they feel so, the school counselling service and student coaches
must help the students.
SURVEY RESULTS ON DROPOUTS
The survey was made on 14 people (8
women and 6 men) at different ages
from 14 years old to 40 years old and
above.

The schools become unattractive places for some of the students who are
unable to finish their homework's in
time.

We see the dropouts after primary
school and secondary school. Most of
these people were unsuccessful students at school.

It may be useful to increase the social,
cultural and sportive activities in
schools to make them more attractive
for students.

School failure is the main reason for
these people to dropout. Ill-success
damages the self-confidence and positive ego and causes to lose family support. This makes difficulties to continue education.

In addition to them, using various
teaching methods and techniques by
taking into consideration the individual differences will make lessons more
interesting.
3. Relations
The relations of teachers and students
are significantly positive but this is not
reflected to the relations between students. In order to improve the relations between students we must increase the social activities as well as
projects where students can work altogether and create the spirit of "WE".
4. Students’ Behaviours
When we look to the behaviours of
students, we do not face so many problems. However, we have some risky
students when we take into consideration the puberty. The counsellors look
on these students and contact their
parents when they deem it necessary.

In our education system, a student can
fail only one time due to ill-success or
chronic absence in his/her school life.
On the second time, he-she has to continue education in open education system.
Most of these people (40 years old and
above) said that they wanted to continue their education in open secondary
school or open high school.
More than fifty present of these people
said that no one tried to stop them to
drop our school. They would have never drop out school if they had been
successful in lessons and if they had
had the opportunity, they would continue to school.
Most of these people said that they
attended vocational and other courses
to improve themselves in mass educa-
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SURVEY RESULTS ON STUDENTS
COACHING
The survey was made on 20 students.
The results are as follows:
The student coaching met my expectations:
(11) Yes- (8) Partly

(1) No

What has changed after you started
to work with the students coach?
(5) My motivation has increased.
(7) I have less stress in examinations.
(11) I trust myself.
(15) I study efficiently.
(7) It helped me to discover my talents and power.
(17) I set my short, medium and long
term goals.
(13) I realized the obstacles to reach
my goals.
(10) It helped me to overcome the obstacles in front of my goals.
(9) I started to plan a future for myself suitable to my values and
talents.
(8) It helped me to identify my priorities by looking over my life.
(15) I can manage my time better.
Since the students coaching started in
our school at the beginning of the second semester, we will get the results
at the end of the semester in June
2016.
Teacher’s remarks about students
coaching in our school:
 The success of students on examinations has increased.
 They have had positive improvements on completing their deficient
knowledge.
 They have reached their targets.
 The self-confidence in them has increased.
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EARLY SCHOOL LEAVERS IN ITALY
(INDIRE 2015)
EARLY SCHOOL LEAVERS*

1) Male students 14 – 15 aged

15% Total— 17,7% Male, 12,2% Female
(34,4% of the migrant population are ESL)
*This indicator in the Italian education system,
is equivalent to the percentage of the population aged 18-24 who, after obtaining at most
their middle-school certificate (lower secondary school) did not complete a two years vocational training course recognised by Public Administration and are not attending school
courses or other training activities.

ESL rate decreased constantly in the last ten
years (ISTAT 2015)
2) Male students 16- 18 aged

Early school leavers: regional differences
(ISTAT 2015)
Survey about “Ideal School”
(graphs: 1, 2, 3, 4)
3) Female students 14 – 15 aged
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RESEARCH ABOUT DROP OUT

We started our research making enquiries about
drop out reasons in our school in order to know
how to prevent this problem.We conducted this
research on the students who are at risk of
dropping out (they occasionally attend the
school) and on the students who dropped out
(did not attend the school)
Used tools were: questionnaires and interviews.

4) Female students 16 – 18 aged

5) First year Technical courses

Questionnaire about Drop-out reasons in
our school (students at risk)
We made a survey in our school to identify the
main reasons why the students drop-out from
the school.
We have given to the tutor teachers of the first
and the second year classes of the school, a
questionnaire in which are indicated the main
drop-out reasons according to a study made by
EURISPES ( Italian study organization) on this
topic. The most common reasons were: Parent’s
overexpectation,
- Parent’s overexpectation
- Low income
- Inadequate method of study
- Bad terms with schoolmates
- Difficulty in adapting to study rate
- Lack of motivation
- Fault in educational background
- Problems in attending the first year of high
school
- Personal or family problems
- Student repeating the year
- Poor educational continuity to high school
- Poor guidance to high school
- Lack of parent’s support
- Poor family involvment in school life
The tutor teachers indicated for each student at
risk of dropping out, the reasons (2 or more)
and how much ( limited, sufficient, high) they
influence.
The results of the survey are indicated in four
graphs : 5, 6, 7, 8

6) Second year Technical courses

The results of the survey showed that LACK OF
MOTIVATION is the most common reason for
dropping out, followed by Inadequate method of
study, Difficulty in adapting to study rate and
Fault in educational background.
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Interviews with the students who had left
the school
Some students who had left the school were
interviewed to understand the reasons for doing
so and to know if they were working and if they
regret leaving the school.

ALL THE INTERVIEWED STUDENTS WERE
WORKING AND 50% OF THEM REGRET
LEAVING THE SCHOOL. THE REASONS WHY
THEY DROPPED OUT WERE THE SAME OF THE
PREVIOUS GROUP.

7) First year Vocational courses

We also made a research about the evolution
of school life in our country for better
understanding the current school
organization.
In order to get these information the students:
-

interviewed their parents

-

made searches on the internet

-

collected old school photos.

The students debated about differences
between the school in the past and in the
present and that was useful to understand their
point of view about the school.

Based on our findings we think it is
important to identify students at risk of
dropping out in order to implement for them
a flexible curriculum to motivate them with
activities more suitable for each group.
8) Second year Vocational courses

Early school leaving, Europe 2020 headline target and national targets (Source: Eurostat (LFS).)
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1. Getting a deeper knowledge about
dropout

PREVENTING DROPOUT IN FERNÃO
MENDES PINTO SCHOOL
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motivation. Furthermore, during the
transnational meeting in Portugal, all
the partners could learn and exchange
ideas about evaluation tools used to
measure the success of a learning process.

In order to gather information and different perspectives on dropout and
ways of reducing it, all project partners
“Education is the most powerful weapon
exchanged views and data on the situayou can use to change the world.”
tion in their own countries and invited
(Nelson Mandela) experts to school to broaden experienc2. Promoting an effective teamwork
es and opinions on the subject matter.
Introduction
between teachers and older students
Working on the topic of the “Edu-Living So did the Portuguese team. Meetings involved in the project
& Edu-Leaving" project - early school with school teachers and others as well One of the innovative and successful
leaving - was a challenge both due to the as with external entities were held to strategies was the building of an effeccomplexity of reasons which may ex- share knowledge and collect helpful in- tive team, made up of teachers and stuplain the students’ disinterest, failure formation for the organization of the dents participating in the project, that
and consequent dropout, and to the future work.
together analyzed dropout characterislarge number of studies and pedagogical Some examples of these meetings were: tics in Fernao Mendes Pinto and deexperiences that have been made over meetings with the school Headmistress, signed, put into practice and evaluated
the years.
teachers and others belonging to the strategies which aimed at improving
On the other hand, being fully aware of school community; meeting with CreSer well-being, motivation and school rethe fact that neither an education sys- (an association that focuses on the im- sults. Having older students interacting,
tem nor the socio-economic environ- portance of emotions for a healthy helping, encouraging and praising
ment in which students live can be growing up) ; meeting with Carlos Gar- younger ones was an asset with positive
changed in a couple of months, we al- gate cluster of schools (having carried impact along the implementation of the
ways admitted that our experiences and out a project on the same topic); meet- project.
reflective work couldn’t be more than a ing with representatives of the Ministry Students who made part of the team
modest contribution to reducing drop- of Education, the Municipality of Alma- gained knowledge about their school,
out in our school, according to the pro- da, family mediation and Benfica Foun- felt they could play an important role in
file of the targeted students. Neverthe- dation (with an interesting programme changing other students’ attitude toless the analysis and search for strate- to prevent school failure through wards school and learning, understood
gies to prevent truancy and dropout sports).
how to implement a project, and were
deserved a big investment and by the
end of the project some innovative experiences had been put into practice and
considered successful. Throughout the
project duration, and together with the
accomplishment of all the tasks mentioned in the application form, our experimental work was guided by three
main goals:
 getting a deeper knowledge about
dropout
 promoting an effective teamwork
between teachers and older students
involved in the project
 raising students’ well-being and motivation to stay in school and get better
results

Life stories told by different guests illustrating cases of abandonment and successful return to school were also very
useful to show how important
knowledge and school can be.
Offering new and challenging activities
in a school that provides wellness may
motivate students and discourage truancy. Interested in knowing more about
the topic “motivation” the project’s team
invited Wim Simoens, a member of the
Eekhout Academy in Belgium - a wellknown training center for education
specialists – to come to school. These
training sessions were very enriching,
since they not only deepened teachers’
theoretical knowledge about the topic
but also inspired and helped them to
develop strategies to increase students’

rewarded by gaining their mates’ and
teachers’ confidence as leaders. Supported by the school psychologist and
other project teachers, this group of students helped to promote workshops and
activities proposed by younger students,
making them believe changes were possible, with their own involvement, and
school results could be much better.
Getting advice, help and friendship from
these older students was a major benefit
much appreciated by younger ones.
Representing a meaningful link in the
student-teacher-school chain the older
students may play a very important role
to reduce dropout and truancy if, along
the school year, and working together
with teachers and psychologists they
help to solve some of the everyday tar-
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sense of responsibility;
 to get better school results

3. Raising students’ well-being and
motivation to stay in school and get
better results
After having gathered information on
dropout and analyzed the problem in
FMP the project team decided to start its
experiences by helping target students
change the school atmosphere and
building closer relationships - based on
respect, trust and affection, between
younger and older students.
To reach these objectives target students were given the opportunity to
express likes and dislikes about their
school and then they were encouraged
to choose the way they wanted to get
involved in the school environment
changes, letting them play an important
role in the whole process.

The music workshop didn’t work but
dance and sports events joined many
students regularly, contributed to a
greater communication between students of the same class and students
belonging to other classes and gave
much visibility to the project. This interaction enabled the launch and successful
development of two new activities pro- 2nd milestone: Who am I?
posed by target students: the creation of  identifying personal strengths
a school newspaper and radio broad identifying personal weaknesses
casts.
 understanding the impact of weakHowever the most striking strategy, acnesses on school results
cording to the project evaluation results,  pointing out strategies to overcome
was the role played by peer counsellors,
weaknesses
whose intervention was planned for
 signing partnership agreements with
three main milestones.
peer counsellors, involving student
1st milestone: my school
and peer counsellor together in the
pursuit of a positive attitude towards
 identification of major factors conschool and better results.
tributing to school wellness /unwell

At the same time they were offered difness;
ferent extra-curricular activities – mu identification of major factors consic, dance and sports, which are usually
tributing to motivation / lack of motivery popular.
vation;
These strategies aimed at engaging tar identification of strategies able to
get students, developing a stronger
change unwellness/lack of motivation
sense of belonging and motivating trufactors (using decision-making and
ants to stay in school.
problem-solving techniques);
On the other hand, and in parallel, an-  taking action: sharing responsibilities
other group of older students, the peer
as active change agents;
counsellors, helped target students:
 creating a better relationship with
 to understand their motivation/ lack
of motivation to attend school;

school.

Promoting critical thinking, creativity,
 to identify wellness/ unwellness faccooperation, communication and entretors;
preneurship, peer counsellors helped
 to make suggestions about things, target students to observe the reality
activities which could change the around them and find out wellness/
school atmosphere;
unwellness factors as well as reasons
 to take action to transform the school; motivating them/ or not to stay in
 to create a better relationship with school. Encouraged to play a proactive
school;
role in the transformation of their
school, students were asked for solu to deepen their self-awareness;
tions and personal engagement con to change their behaviour;
 to improve their work habits and cerning strategies to be used in the pursuit of their goals.
1

This first milestone was a very important one because being aware that
their opinions and proposals were taken
into account, students’ confidence, selfesteem, sense of belonging and selfsatisfaction increased. Trusting their
peer counsellors’ help some students
started the launch of “Somos Fernao”, a
school newspaper, and radio broadcasts.

Not much used to insight and selfawareness exercises, most students
found it difficult to point out their own
strengths and specially their weaknesses. In this case they often repeated other
people’s (bad) opinions about them.
To help students with their selfdiscovery process they were shown motivational films1 and then analyzed and
compared themselves with their protagonists. Once aware of personal characteristics, they identified and reflected on
the ones that contributed to school failure and truancy. At last each student
signed a partnership agreement with his
peer counsellor, aiming at changing target students’ attitudes and work habits
in order to improve school results.

3rd milestone: school attendance and
results
Always attentive and helpful, peer counsellors did their best to promote school
wellness, to increase target students’

Consult. March 1st, 2016 in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulGe035_RoM, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bw5JfiYALw,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26U_seo0a1g
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activities in which students get deeply  new teachers have joined the project
involved can motivate them to stay in
team to work together next school
school, reinforcing their spirit of belongyear;
ing and preventing school leave.
 a group of peer counsellors is ready
to offer their volunteer work again
Peer counsellors’ action helping target
and repeat the same experience;
Peer counsellors’ action reinforced students change and make their projects
teachers’ role and were an added value, come true promotes satisfaction and  the project coordinator has recently
been invited by one of the advisors of
increasing students’ self-determination wellness at school with positive effects
the Portuguese School Library Netand alacrity to stay in school and get on their attitudes towards learning.
work to disseminate the experience
better results.
It’s undeniable that attitudes change
with peer counsellors at national levslowly and we need time to observe its
el in the context of a programme proimpact on school results. It’s a long proConclusions
moted by the Ministry of Education in
cess.
order to improve school success.
Gone are the days when access to
However,
by
the
end
of
“Edu-Living
&
 All in all we can say that the impact of
knowledge was teacher-centered. We
Edu-Leaving”,
we
came
to
the
following
the experiences carried out is very
live in a new era where partnerships,
rewarding and encouraging.
cooperation, volunteer work and multi- conclusions:
motivation to learn, to strengthen their
self-esteem and self-confidence, to advise and support them in the solution of
everyday life problems and in their
learning process.

way access to knowledge make us feel  students and teachers directly involved in the project expressed a high
the need to reinvent school.
level of satisfaction concerning the
If, despite all the teachers' efforts, disinpositive effects of the experience on
terest and failure persist, this means we
truancy and dropout prevention;
have to re-evaluate everything, to try
 90% of the students who had peer
new approaches, to value successful
counsellors in their classrooms found
experiences, even when and specially if
the experience very meaningful and
they are different from current teaching
asked for its continuation next year;
practices.
 at the moment the school has already
The creation of groups with the same
decided to go on using the same stratinterests in common and the launch of
egies in several classes in 2016/2017;

If on the one hand target students
showed such a level of satisfaction; if on
the other hand peer counsellors and
workshop leaders felt the same; and if
teachers and project participants
acknowledge the positive effect of the
strategies put into practice, this proves
it is really worth going on researching
and exploring the advantages that the
“Edu-Living & Edu-Leaving” experiences
have highlighted.
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School Dropout Main Reasons

The sample was supposed to be 14 teachers, but only 11 answered the survey (5 from the 3rd cycle courses and 6 from the
secondary courses). These teachers are the tutors of the classes where there are learners who are in danger of an early
school leaving, as well as the teachers who belong to the project.
Our survey was divided into three main groups:
I – Learner / School,
II – Family,
III – Life outside school(Social Life - Unhealthy habits )
After analysing the answers we can draw the following
conclusions:
Teachers who teach from the 10th grade to 12th
(Secondary Courses)
Learner/ School 1st:
- Lack of Learners’ motivation (6)
- Lack of Family monitoring (6)
Family 1st:
- Emotional (6)
Family 2nd:
- Financial dimension (5)
Social Life (Life outside school) 1st:
- Be a member of a group or a “gang” (6)
Social Life (Unhealthy habits) 1st:
- Ilicit Drugs (6)
Social Life (Unhealthy habits) 2nd:
- Alcohol (5)
- Internet (5)
Social Life (Unhealthy habits) 3rd:
- Eating Disorders (4)
Teachers who teach from the 7th to 9th Grade
(3rd Cycle Courses)
Learner/ School 1st:
- Lack of Family monitoring (5)
Learner/ School 2nd:
- School Failure (4)
- Lack of Learners’ motivation (4)
Family 1st:
- Emotional dimension (5)
- School leaving in the family (5)
Family 2nd:
- Financial dimension (4)
Social Life (Life outside school) 1st:
- Influence of environment (4)
- Be a member of a group or a “gang” (4)
Social Life (Unhealthy habits) 1st:
- Ilicit Drugs (5)
- Alcohol (5)
Social Life (Unhealthy habits) 2nd:
- Eating Disorders (4)
For both groups the most important reasons of
dropping out school are pretty the same.
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SURVEY IN OUR SCHOOL

The survey results based on a questionnaire which was filled by 227 girls and 225 boys of our school. The purpose of the
survey was to investigate how our School can be more attractive, how the ideal teacher is and finally if our students have
ever thought about dropping out and if they have what were the reasons
The factors which will help school to be more attractive:
 The most important factor was the occupation with artistic, cultural or sports activities.
 Students want all their homework to be completed at school in order to have more free time.
 They would like to be evaluated through various ways – not only through writing-. This alternative evaluation respects
every child’s unique personality and his/her special inclinations.

Students were asked to define the “ideal teacher” (what qualities such a teacher should possess).
 An ideal teacher contributes a lot to the attractiveness of school.
 The ideal teacher doesn’t discriminate in favour of the good students and against the bad “ones”
Generally, we should respect the different student profiles that we have in our classes. We should focus and promote tolerance among students
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The factors which lead students to the thought of dropping out from school:
To our surprise a remarkable percentage of the students (22%) answered positive to the question considering there
thoughts about dropping out. They also regard the most important factors leading to dropout
 the unattractive curriculum and lack of motivation
 the consequences of the economic crisis made students to think about dropping out in order to get a job
 interpersonal relations—the way they are developed at school– influence considerably the quitting and the atmosphere
were learning takes place, that’s why it needs to be taken into account

DROP OUT IN HIGH SCHOOLS IN XANTHI
(Research at the beginning of the project, September 2014)
2012-2013

2013-2014

GYMNASIUM

CLASS A

CLASS B

CLASS C

CLASS A

CLASS B

CLASS C

1st

0,78%

0,62%

0,65%

1,17%

0%

0%

2nd

6.4%

1,9%

0%

1,6%

0,9%

0%

10%

2,1%

0%

3rd
4th

5,7%

1%

0,9%

11,9%

2,1%

1%

5th

23,4%

7,2%

3,3%

16%

11,3%

3,5%

6th

13,9%

3,7%

3,7%

18%

8,9%

1,3%

7th

29,3%

7,15%

0

13,93%

3,96%

0%

8th (roma)

77,4%

65,7%

45,45%

74%

63,3%

50%

AVERAGE

21,66%

6,56%

2,14%

17,02%

6,2

1,76

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1st

12,2%

14,5%

4,8%

4,5%

5,6%

2,2%

2nd

10,2%

4,8%

1,7

2,2%

0%

0%

AVERAGE

11,2%

9,7%

3,3%

3,4%

2,8%

1,1%

GENERAL LYCEUM
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th
VOCATIONAL
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POLAND (SURVEY RESULTS )
When do young leave school? Reasons for drop-out in the evaluation of teachers, parents and students
Reasons for drop-out from the
perspective of teachers:

Reasons for leaving school
according to parents

 lack of proper childcare, pathology families and poverty,

 reluctance to learn,

 school difficulties,
 misunderstanding between
teachers and students
 fear of school, difficulties in
commuting to school,

 school difficulties (bad grades,
repeating a year)
 lack of money, poverty in the
family,
 laziness,

 bad company and subcultures;
juvenile delinquency,

 educational problems (truancy,
fights, etc.)

 conflicts with peers,

 educational problems at home
(escape etc.)

 reluctance to learn,
 underestimation the benefits of
education,
 undertaking the work and the
desire to earn money,
 personality disorder.

 parental unemployment,
 death in the family (accident,
illness); illness of a child,
 alcoholism in the family.
 pregnancy,

Reasons for leaving school,
according to students

 school initiative,

 in the family,

 drug addiction

 quarrels in the family and other
family problems.

 bad influence of the peer / bad
company,

 accidents and help in the
household,
 bullying and teasing
cleducational problems that they
have caused their parents,

 bullying (teasing) mates,

 alcoholism
 family problems,
 no contact with the teacher /
pupils,

 parental unemployment,

 teachers abuse

 alcoholism assmates,

 a child desire to become
independent

 going under the bad influence of
peers.

CONCLUSIONS:
The impact of teachers and schools should be
focused on:
 supporting families with difficulties
 creating a supportive environment for the
school success as well as out of school success
 combating reluctance to learn and poor motivation,
 providing supporting system for students
with learning difficulties,
 relationships based on respect, interest, rapid
response,
 prevention of violence and consistent extraction of sanctions in the case of violent
 creating safe, engaged, based on respect and
understanding relationships,
 improving workshop with students with
learning difficulties,
 adding to the curriculum content the elements
of psycho-prophylaxis
 by referring to the examples of good practice
how to deal with people in crisis situations
 spreading knowledge about mental illnesses,
etc.
 coherent actions of the teaching staff in terms
of supporting the students and developing the
proper procedures "catch students at risk of
drop-out"
 co-operation with the local community, especially with the third sector aiming at common
interactions for students and monitoring the
situation of families and students.
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REASONS OF DROPOUT (ACCORDING TO RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN OUR COUNTRIES-)

The problem of dropout is a very complex one, concerning all the aspects of the school community: the educational system, teachers and students, the families and the society around them

A. Reasons related to the school
The malfunctions of the modern educational system combined with old-fashioned teaching methods and unqualified
personnel are creating the circumstances for the students`
dropout.
 Grade- obsessed educational systems which increase rivalry and competitiveness at school. Students may become irrationally selfish and the feeling of loneliness prevails.
 Educational programs and curricula are not challenging,
not grabbing students’ attention, not allowing them to be
creative.
 Heavy schedules with too many classes result in lack of
free time for the students’ hobbies and personal interests
 Number of students per class (too high)
 Difficult transition between education levels
 Grade retention
 The lack of school social facilities.
 The insufficient number of secondary schools obliges the
students in rural areas where school age population is
low to stay in boarding schools away from home, or carried by bus to remote schools in the province center .
 Administrators’ and teachers’ attitudes
 Teacher- centered learning, when it prevails, promotes
parrot learning and more theoretical than practical
knowledge- does not give students the chance to take
active part in the education process and it does not take
into consideration any distinctiveness among students.
 Unfairly applied school rules
 Teachers’ qualifications and teachers’ in service training.
 The intercultural schools do not function properly. The
main culture is imposed to the minorities, the students belonging to them- feel oppressed.

B Personal reasons
In the school environment these conditions interact with
personal reasons of the students, who are adolescents at the
difficult and vulnerable age of 12 till 16 years
 Violence among schoolmates and bullying at schools

 Fear of failure, failure and apathy against school. Poor
students’ performance combined with repeated academic
failure, can reduce the students’ self-esteem. The disappointment that children feel at school may make them
indifferent towards studying or aggressive to their peers.
Also, they may have some discipline problems.
 Truancy
 Lack of motivation and interest towards school (students
find it boring)
 Learning difficulties and school adaptation problems
 Lack of trust in teachers,
 Friends/ Peer pressure (Bad influences)
 Physical changes and puberty cause disorientation
 Harmful habits - going to internet cafes and playing
games
 Health problems
 Marriage
 Teenage pregnancy
 Conflict with the law
 Subcultures
 Low level of competences in the official language of the
host country

C. Family problems
The school-parent collaboration could manage problems
such as the ones mentioned above, but family issues aggravate the situations.
 Dysfunctional families ( domestic violence, alcoholism)
and difficult relationship between parents (divorce - broken family)
 The child cannot take any responsibilities related to
school
 Family attitudes towards education - lack of support from
parents. Parents may be indifferent about their children’s
progress and they may also underestimate education as
one of the most important priorities set to students, or
they may impose too much pressure to their students.
Both situations are provoking children's reaction.
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 Low level of parents’ education – it is difficult for them to
encourage their children to learn.

 Financial support to families in need– some of the students have to work to give their families financial support

 Concerns of family

 Difficult integration of families of immigrants or of religious minorities

 Moral of family

 Lack of positive role models in the family

 Families which live in mountainous, poor, remote or even
isolated regions don't think that the education is among
their first priorities.

 Being the eldest child of the house

 Population effect

 Bias of the family

 Negative effect of community leaders and media

 Illnesses

 Child labor. Parents’ unemployment - financial problems
lead families to mobility or urge children to get a job.

 Family structure

D. Social reasons
The economical, political and social crisis in our days
brought new problems, because of their effect to the labor
market, the relations between social groups and finally to
the school process.
 The effect of gender differences
 Social environment
 Lack of employment – students claim that they do not
have the chance to be successful in their future life

 Seasonal migration

E. Political facts
 Distrust of educational policy
 Dress code
 Safety and terror
 Distrust towards the government political opinions
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SECTION VI

EPILOGUE

“A student without a bad mark
is like a soldier without a gun”
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SECTION VI - Epilogue
PROPOSAL TO COMBAT EARLY SCHOOL LEAVING

1. The school should be friendly for
students (interesting activities, support from teachers, small class units,
etc.)

The families should be involved in
educational meetings at school:
- to learn about the students’ behaviours in puberty.

support to students (e.g. free textbooks) and psychological support
from the class tutors, teachers, educators and school institutions.

19. To increase the flexibility of educa2. Teachers should make lessons more
- to prevent truancy
tion – focus on practical way of
interesting and use materials which
- to get informed about students’
teaching and give the students wide
are useful paying attention to stuacademic results
possibilities to develop their skills,
dents in class. This can be meaninghobbies. This could mean new meth9.
Teachers
should
give
responsibility
ful and helpful for students to learn
ods of teaching or new subjects and
to students in the classroom and in
about the experience of daily life.
facilities in the school.
the school so that each student can
3. To make school more appealing:
feel that he or she is a part of the 20. The students should be motivated
improving the facilities of school
school. It is important that they feel
by their family.
(labs, gym, garden, etc.).
they are relevant individuals and
they are being loved and cared for in 21. The students should have the aware4. To promote extracurricular activiness of the job prospects in the futies taking place in the school, such
school.
ture, in other words, the students
as:
10. There should be extra lessons for
need to know and feel that getting a
the absent students and teachers
- School Paper , newsletter
good education means a well-paid
should try to motivate these stujob in the future.
- Painting/ cleaning/
dents to love school during these
22. The students’ cognitive curiosity and
- Decorating
extra lessons.
creativity should be aroused to pre- Sports or artistic competitions.
11. A special program should be made
pare them for changes and lifelong
for the students under risk of drop- Music during breaks (intervals)
learning.
ping out school.
- Dance workshops
23. To develop “preventive education” –
12. To motivate teachers and students
educate students how to solve dif- Music workshops
through awards and prizes.
ferent problems.
- Volunteer work
13. To encourage the local authorities 24. To visit institutions, organizations,
5. To develop peer counsellors’ action
and specialized NGOs to involve stusupporting programmes which may
dents from communities with a high
6. To use the experiences of students/
help students to be successful.
risk of school dropout as volunteers
adults who have already dropped
in various support programmes 25. To organize school schedule.
out to prevent the spreading of early
(such as for the elderly or for fami- 26. To develop projects to protect the
school leaving. It could be useful if
lies in need).
children from child labour.
dropouts could meet students at risk
to tell them about their life after
they left school.

14. To keep a record of the situation of 27. To cooperate with different institupupils from families involved in mitions to prevent prejudice against
gration.
the education of female students.
7. To get teachers proactively involved
in fighting early school dropout. The 15. To promote intercultural activities 28. To update the content of education
teachers could be supported to deto integrate these students.
programmes/ curricula.
velop means to increase the integra16. To offer extra lessons improving the 29. Process focused evaluation instead
tion of students and the communicacommunication in the language of
of exam focused evaluation will be
tion with them and with their parthe host countrymore helpful to students who attend
ents, to engage the students in extrauniversities. This will also help them
curricular activities and to counsel 17. To put in place a system to monitor
to take part in extra curricular activthe development of school year
them.
ities at school.
groups
8. There must be a close cooperation
between the school and the family. 18. The school should provide financial

Don’t be a fool. Stay in school!
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Sustainability

Some of the pedagogical strategies below may
have a positive impact on dropout prevention:

Co-operation and communication will continue among partners. Experiences, results and suggestions concerning the project will be available at
the website created specifically for the project, on the websites of participating schools, on the e-twinning platform and on the facebook page of
our National Agency.

- Early identification of students at risk of
school failure and possible interruption of
their studies
- Personalized educational and social encouragement and assistance
- Equal access to quality education for all children and young people
- Relevant and engaging curriculum
- Flexible educational pathways
- Better strategies to integrate newly arrived
migrant children
- Smooth transition between different levels of
education
- High quality, attractive and engaging vocational education and training
- Involvement of pupils and parents in school
decision-making
- Initial and continuous in service training for
education staff
- Whole school approaches
- Strong and well-developed mentoring system
- Cooperation with the world of work: providing opportunities at an early stage that allow
young people to experience the world of
work, for example through training in companies, for example, which could help them understand job demands and employers’ expectations. It can also raise their motivation to
continue their education and training and to
focus better on future career choices.
- ·Collaborative work with career advisors and
psychologists to support students’ decisions
- Integration programmes
- Emphasis on vocational education/training in
basic and secondary levels of education
- ·Schools with autonomy agreements established between the authority and the schools,
to provide them with greater freedom to manage curricula and schedules throughout the
students’ studies.

Teachers will be able to feedback and renew their teaching approaches.
Teachers involved in the project will disseminate experience and
knowledge to their colleagues at local schools.
We will continue our project activities such as peer-coaching, student
coaching and be a model to other schools with the good results of these
activities.
We will continue to cooperate with the Education Department of University to learn new developments and approaches on “how to keep students
at school and prevent early school leaving”. We will organise meetings
with the counsellors and teachers of local schools in our district to share
information and improve new strategies to keep students at school.
We will continue to work on improving the atmosphere of our school
with the support of Local Authorities and Parents’ Association in cooperation with teachers, students and directors.
The experience with “Peer Counsellors” will be adopted and used in many
different classes. New teachers and new peer counsellors will have training sessions to get prepared to start acting and the whole process will be
monitored in order to improve its results. Experts on the topic
“preventing early school leaving” are being invited to come to school and
hold some training sessions, to guide and inspire participants. The local
Teacher Training Centre is getting involved as a partner, so as to provide
further knowledge on the topic and disseminate the results of the experience.
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